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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Photosynthesis

Photosynthesis is a vital process for life in which solar energy is converted into chemical potential though the synthesis of ATP and NADPH. Photosynthesis occurs in plants, bacteria and algae within photosystems which consist of membrane-bound pigment-protein complexes working in concert. The main steps of photosynthesis are: (1) light harvesting and energy transfer; (2) electron transfer (ET); (3) charge separation (CS); and (4) product synthesis. The first step occurs in light-harvesting (or antenna) complexes while reaction centers (RCs) are responsible for steps 2 and 3. After absorption of a photon, the large network of antenna complexes work to efficiently direct excitation energy towards the RC; as depicted pictorially in Figure 1.1.

![Figure 1.1 Model of excitation energy and ET processes occurring in a hypothetical photosystem. Green represents antenna complexes while red indicates a RC, where CS occurs (depicted by the + and – charges). The yellow line corresponds to the EET pathway followed after the initial photon absorption.](image-url)
Higher plants, cyanobacteria and algae perform photosynthesis under aerobic (oxygenic) conditions, where water is the reductant.\textsuperscript{1,4–6} After absorption of a photon by Photosystem II (PSII), water is split into molecular oxygen and protons; the latter is used to create a pH gradient across the membrane.\textsuperscript{5} The pH gradient drives protons through ATP synthase, reducing ADP to form ATP.\textsuperscript{1} A second, concerted, step occurs when Photosystem I (PSI) absorbs a photon which drives the reduction of NADP\textsuperscript{+} to NADPH.\textsuperscript{6} PSI and PSII contain type-I and type-II RCs, respectively, distinguishing between the molecules used as terminal electron acceptors. That is, type-I RCs contain iron-sulfur clusters\textsuperscript{6,7} while type-II utilize quinone molecules.\textsuperscript{5}

Interestingly, long-lived chlorophyll (Chl) excited states (i.e., the triplet state, \textsuperscript{3}Chl) can photosensitize highly-reactive singlet oxygen, leading to degradation.\textsuperscript{8} Singlet oxygen production is more prevalent under high light intensity. Various mechanisms of photoprotection exist with so-called nonphotochemical quenching among the most widely-studied.\textsuperscript{9} In contrast to aerobic photosynthesis, anaerobic photosynthetic bacteria\textsuperscript{10} utilize other reducing agents other than water as electron sources, such as hydrogen sulfide.\textsuperscript{1} Examples include green sulfur bacteria (GSB) and purple bacteria, which contain type-I and type-II RCs, respectively. GSB can be found in oxygen-free, low-light environments, which are rich in sulfur, such as the Black Sea\textsuperscript{11} or volcanic vents.\textsuperscript{12}

1.1.1. Photosystem of Green Sulfur Bacteria

GSB contain a unique photosystem that varies from plants, algae and other types of bacteria. Figure 1.2 shows the structural organization of the photosystem of GSB. The main light-harvesting component is the large chlorosome,\textsuperscript{13–16} which can contain hundreds of thousands of pigments.\textsuperscript{13,17} While there is an extensive number of chlorosome membrane proteins,\textsuperscript{14,18–20} the optical properties of chlorosomes are dominated by pigment-pigment interactions\textsuperscript{21,22} with only the CsmA protein binding bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) molecules.\textsuperscript{23,24} A paracrystalline layer of
BChl $a$–CsmA (the so-called baseplate)\textsuperscript{25,26} resides at the bottom of the chlorosome and transfers energy between the chlorosome and water-soluble Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) protein.\textsuperscript{27–29} FMO connects the chlorosome to the cytoplasmic membrane-bound RC (type-I)\textsuperscript{30,31} and facilitates excitation energy transfer (EET) to the RC from the light-harvesting chlorosome.

**Figure 1.2** Schematic structural model for the photosystem of GSB.\textsuperscript{26,32}

FMO was the first pigment-protein complex to have the X-ray structure solved\textsuperscript{33} and since then has continued to be a well-studied complex.\textsuperscript{29} X-ray structures are available for several species of GSB: *Prosthecochloris (Pr.) aestuarii*,\textsuperscript{33–35} *Chlorobaculum (C.) tepidum*\textsuperscript{35–37} and *Pelodictyon (Pl.) phaeum*.\textsuperscript{38,39} Figure 1.3 shows the X-ray structure of FMO from *Pr. aestuarii* (PDB ID: 3EOJ).\textsuperscript{35} The structure of FMO is homologous among GSB and consists of a homotrimer (C$_3$-symmetry) binding BChl $a$ inside a series of $\beta$ sheets. While the initial findings determined seven BChl $a$ per protein monomer, an eighth BChl $a$ at the monomer interface was resolved from the structure of a FMO sample crystallized while isolating the RC.\textsuperscript{37} Since then BChl $a$ 8 has been identified by both X-ray crystallography\textsuperscript{35,38,39} and mass spectrometry data\textsuperscript{40} (although with varying occupancy).
Due to its relatively small size compared to other light harvesting complexes and well-characterized structure, FMO has been well-studied as a model system for structure-based simulations of optical spectra and exciton dynamics.\textsuperscript{29,41} This interest is increased by the presence of quantum beats observed in pump-probe spectra at low temperature\textsuperscript{42} and coherent cross peak oscillations in two-dimensional maps at low\textsuperscript{43} and room\textsuperscript{44} temperatures. As photosynthetic antenna complexes display very efficient EET, it has been suggested that quantum effects (like those observed in FMO) play an important role in achieving high quantum efficiency.\textsuperscript{43,45}

1.1.2. The Water-Soluble Chlorophyll-Binding Protein of Higher Plants

Water-soluble Chl-binding proteins (WSCP) are small (~20 kDa) proteins\textsuperscript{46} found in higher plants that preferentially oligomerize to tetramers.\textsuperscript{47,48} WSCP has been isolated from \textit{Chenopodium album},\textsuperscript{49} \textit{Brassica},\textsuperscript{50} \textit{Raphanus},\textsuperscript{51–53} and \textit{Lepidium virginicum}.\textsuperscript{54–56} WSCPs are classified according to photophysical and Chl binding properties. Class I proteins exhibit photoconversion of their absorption spectrum upon illumination with visible light while class II proteins do not.\textsuperscript{46} In general, the function of WSCPs in vivo is not known; however, it has been suggested that class II WSCPs can act as a Chl (or Chl degradation product) carrier,\textsuperscript{57,58} display trypsin inhibitor activity\textsuperscript{59} (i.e.,
contain the Künitz trypsin inhibitor motif), provide temporary Chl storage and shielding from molecular oxygen,\(^{60}\) or even participate in herbivore resistance.\(^{61}\)

Additionally, class II WSCPs are divided into subclasses of proteins with a higher Chl \(a/b\) binding ratio than total lead extract (class IIa) and a lower Chl \(a/b\) binding ratio than total leaf extract (class IIb).\(^{62,63}\) The only known class IIb complex is from *Lepidium virginicum* (LvWSCP). Most commonly studied are the class IIa WSCPs from *Brassiceae* plants, such as cauliflower (CaWSCP).\(^{46,64}\) While various WSCPs have been crystallized,\(^{47,48,51,54,65,66}\) the only structures determined by X-ray crystallography are for LvWSCP\(^ {47}\) (see Figure 1.4) and, very recently, CaWSCP.\(^{67}\) While it has been proposed in the literature that class IIb WSCPs bind fewer than four Chls per protein tetramer;\(^ {57,68,69}\) recent spectroscopic evidence points towards a uniform one-to-one binding ratio between Chls and protein monomer,\(^ {70,71}\) consistent with the crystal structure of LvWSCP.\(^ {47}\) Thus, Chls bound by class II WSCPs are arranged as two open sandwich dimers related by pseudo C\(_2\)-symmetry.\(^ {47}\) The small complex size and known structure make WSCP, like FMO, an ideal model system for the studying of exciton interactions and energy transfer.
**1.2. Exciton Theory and Excitation Energy Transfer**

When photons are absorbed by a molecular aggregate (e.g., closely spaced Chls within a protein matrix) the resulting excitation creates an electron-hole pair, which can be delocalized over several sites.\textsuperscript{72,73} Such an electron-hole pair is a quasiparticle termed an exciton.\textsuperscript{74} Various excitons can be described based upon the electron-hole distance: Wannier-Mott, charge transfer (CT) and Frenkel (zero-radius) excitons.\textsuperscript{41,75} Wannier-Mott excitons have a large electron-hole separation compared to the constituent size and are often found in crystals with covalent or ionic bonding present,\textsuperscript{73,76} while CT excitons are important for photosynthetic RCs.\textsuperscript{77,78} Generally for light harvesting antennas only Frenkel (zero-radius) excitons are considered, as the interactions between molecules are weak and no chemical reactions or ET are assumed to occur upon excitation.\textsuperscript{41,75} However, it has been suggested that in the light harvesting complexes of purple bacteria, self-trapped excitons are required to explain the redshifted fluorescence spectra.\textsuperscript{79-81} Such trapping can occur due to deformations of the surrounding matrix.\textsuperscript{75}
1.2.1. Frenkel Excitons

Given a molecular aggregate with weak intermolecular interactions, composite wave functions can be constructed from unperturbed monomer wave functions (Heitler-London approximation);\textsuperscript{41,73,82}

\begin{equation}
|0\rangle = \prod_m \psi_m^0 \tag{1.1a}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
|m\rangle = \psi_m^1 \prod_{n \neq m} \psi_n^0 \tag{1.1b}
\end{equation}

where eqs 1.1a–b represent the ground and single-exciton states, respectively. That is, \( |m\rangle \) represents the state of the aggregate when molecule \( m \) is in its excited electronic state and all other molecules are in the ground state.\textsuperscript{41,75} While important for time-resolved optical spectroscopy due to large pulse powers, double-exciton states (and higher orders) will not be considered in the following sections.

In the site basis, the Frenkel Hamiltonian can be expressed as

\begin{equation}
\hat{H}_s = \sum_{m,n} \epsilon_m \hat{A}_m^\dagger \hat{A}_m + V_{mn} \hat{A}_m^\dagger \hat{A}_n \tag{1.2}
\end{equation}

where \( \hat{A}_m^\dagger \) and \( \hat{A}_m \) are the creation and annihilation operators for an excited electronic state localized on site \( m \), \( \epsilon_m \) is the vertical transition energy of site \( m \) (site energy), and \( V_{mn} \) is the interaction potential between sites \( m \) and \( n \). Diagonalization of eq 1.2 produces a set of stationary single-exciton states which are eigenvectors of the Frenkel Hamiltonian.\textsuperscript{74,75,82}

\begin{equation}
\hat{H}_s |M\rangle = E_M |M\rangle \tag{1.3a}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
|M\rangle = \sum_m c_{mM} |m\rangle \tag{1.3b}
\end{equation}
with $E_M$ the eigenvalue (vertical transition energy) corresponding to state $M$ and $c_{mM}$ the eigenvector coefficient of site $m$ to state $M$. More physically meaningful are the occupation numbers given by $|c_{mM}|^2$, which give the contribution of site $m$ to state $M$. As the exciton states are linear combinations of local states in the site basis, likewise, the state transition dipoles are linear combinations of the site dipoles:

$$\mu_M = \sum_m c_{mM} \mu_m$$

(1.4)

Note that the dipole strength of a transition can be determined spectroscopically as

$$|\mu|^2 = \frac{3hc\sigma(\tilde{\nu})}{8\pi^3} \int_{\Delta\tilde{\nu}} d\tilde{\nu}$$

(1.5)

with $\Delta\tilde{\nu}$ running over the wavenumber range of the transition and $\sigma(\tilde{\nu})$ corresponding to the absorption cross section (cm$^2$).

The electronic potential term $V$ in eq 1.2 is dominated by electrostatic interactions, which for two molecules $m$ and $n$ is described by

$$V_{mn} = \frac{1}{hc} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\rho_m(\vec{r}_1)\rho_n(\vec{r}_2)}{||\vec{r}_1 - \vec{r}_2||} d\vec{r}_1 d\vec{r}_2$$

(1.6)

$h$ is Planck’s constant (erg s), $c$ is the speed of light in vacuum (cm s$^{-1}$), $\rho_m(\vec{r})$ is the charge distribution of pigment $h$ (statC cm$^{-1}$) and $V_{mn}$ has units of wavenumbers (cm$^{-1}$). For finding the interaction potential between Chls, several methods can be employed, e.g., the point dipole approximation. In this work, the transitions from electrostatic potentials (TrEsp) method is used, for which eq 1.6 is rewritten as

$$V_{mn} = \frac{1}{hc} \sum_{i,j} q_i(1,0) q_j(1,0) \frac{\rho_m(\vec{r}_1)\rho_n(\vec{r}_2)}{||\vec{r}_1 - \vec{r}_2||}$$

(1.7)
with the indices $i$ and $j$ running over the nuclei of pigments $m$ and $n$ respectively, transition charges $q(1,0)$ of the $S_0 \rightarrow S_1$ transition and $\tilde{r}_i$ the nuclear position of $q_i(1,0)$. The charges are determined for various pigments using time-dependent density functional theory\cite{87-89} and are scaled to yield the appropriate vacuum dipole moments.

### 1.2.2. Electron-Phonon Coupling

In model calculations, the protein is treated as a phonon bath. The bath Hamiltonian is described as a collection of harmonic oscillators:

$$
\hat{H}_b = \sum_{m,i} \tilde{v}_{mi} \left( \hat{a}_{mi}^\dagger \hat{a}_{mi} + \frac{1}{2} \right)
$$

(1.8)

where $\tilde{v}_{mi}$ is the wavenumber of mode $i$ for site $i$, and $\hat{a}_{mi}^\dagger$ and $\hat{a}_{mi}$ are the creation and annihilation operators of mode $i$.\cite{90} The system-bath (linear electron-phonon (el-ph)) coupling can be described as

$$
\hat{H}_{s-b} = -\sum_{m,i} \tilde{v}_{mi} d_{mi} \left( \hat{a}_{mi}^\dagger + \hat{a}_{mi} \right) \hat{A}_m^\dagger \hat{A}_m/n
$$

(1.9)

with $d_{mi}$ equal to the displacement of the electronic excited state minimum along the normal mode reaction coordinate with respect to the ground electronic. Combining eq 1.2 with eqs 1.8 and 1.9 gives the total Hamiltonian (with respect to the ground state) as

$$
\hat{H}_{tot} = \sum_{m,n,i} \left( \varepsilon_m - \frac{\varepsilon_i d_{mi} \left( \hat{a}_{mi}^\dagger + \hat{a}_{mi} \right)}{2} \right) \hat{A}_m^\dagger \hat{A}_m + V_{mn} \hat{A}_m^\dagger \hat{A}_n
$$

$$
+ \tilde{v}_{mi} \left( \hat{a}_{mi}^\dagger \hat{a}_{mi} + \frac{1}{2} \right)
$$

(1.10)

The intensity distribution of phonon modes is given by the spectral density (phonon profile)

$$
J_m(\tilde{\nu}) = \sum_i s_{mi} \delta(\tilde{\nu} - \tilde{\nu}_i)
$$

(1.11)
with the dimensionless Huang-Rhys factor\textsuperscript{91} ($s$) of mode $i$ for site $m$ equal to $d_{mi}^2/4$. $s$ is related to the Franck-Condon factors\textsuperscript{92–94}

\[
FC_{RP} = |\langle 1, R|0, P \rangle|^2 = e^{-s} s^{R-P} \frac{P!}{R!} \left[ L_p^{(R-P)}(s) \right]^2
\]

where $L_p^{(R-P)}(s)$ are the generalized Laguerre polynomials\textsuperscript{95} and the subscript indicates a change from the $P$th vibrational level in the ground electronic state to the $R$th vibrational level in the excited state. For low-temperature considerations only the terms with $P = 0$ are relevant. Figure 1.5 shows the effects of el-ph coupling on the single-site fluorescence. Note that under the Franck-Condon approximation, fluorescence and absorbance lineshapes are mirror images about the zero-phonon line (ZPL). In practice, $J(\tilde{\nu})$ can be treated as a continuous function whose shape depends on the system under study. However, the functional form used to describe the phonon spectral density is critical in properly simulating optical spectra (see Chapter 2 for more details).

\[Figure \ 1.5 \ Energy \ level \ diagrams \ and \ single-site \ fluorescence \ spectra \ for \ weak \ (frame \ A) \ and \ strong \ (frame \ B) \ el-ph \ coupling. \ The \ thickness \ of \ an \ arrow \ is \ proportional \ to \ the \ Franck-Codon \ factor \ of \ that \ transition.\textsuperscript{96}\]

The temperature dependence of phonons is described by the Bose-Einstein distribution\textsuperscript{97}

\[
n(\tilde{\nu}; T) = \frac{1}{e^{\tilde{\nu}/kT} - 1}
\]
where $k$ is the Boltzmann constant ($\text{cm}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$) and $T$ is absolute temperature (K). Along with eq 1.11, we can now define a temperature-dependent phonon spectral density as

$$J(\tilde{\nu}; T) = \left(1 + n(\tilde{\nu}; T)\right)J(\tilde{\nu}) + n(-\tilde{\nu}; T)J(-\tilde{\nu}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.14)$$

$J(\tilde{\nu})$ is defined such that it is zero for $\tilde{\nu} \leq 0$, thus the second term on the right hand side is only nonzero for negative wavenumbers (representing phonon annihilation events). From eqs 1.13 and 1.14, one can see that $J(\tilde{\nu}; 0) = J(\tilde{\nu})$. The spectral density determines two important physical parameters, the total Huang-Rhys factor $S$ and the optical reorganization energy $E_\lambda$:

$$S(T) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} J(\tilde{\nu}; T) d\tilde{\nu} \hspace{1cm} (1.15a)$$

$$E_\lambda = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \tilde{\nu} J(\tilde{\nu}; T)d\tilde{\nu} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \tilde{\nu} J(\tilde{\nu}) d\tilde{\nu} \hspace{1cm} (1.15b)$$

$S$ is the average number of phonons coupled to an electronic transition and $E_\lambda$ is the average energy needed to reorganize the nuclei after excitation. The spectral density is the key input parameter in Redfield theory and directly determines the shape of the phonon sideband (PSB), rate of exciton relaxation (which results in lifetime broadening of transitions), and $(0,0)$-transition energy shift due to $E_\lambda$.

**1.2.3. Redfield and Förster Theories**

Multilevel Redfield theory is a second-order perturbative method that applies a Markovian approximation to describe energy relaxation in the limit of strong dipole-dipole coupling. To simulate various optical spectra, this work employs a non-Markovian density matrix approach for lineshape calculations which utilizes a Redfield-like rate equation to describe relaxation between exciton states. Often this non-Markovian approach is referred to simply as Redfield theory. The isotropic absorption cross-section and fluorescence probability can be given as...
\[ \sigma(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{8\pi^3\tilde{\nu}}{3hc} \langle \sum_M |\tilde{\mu}_M|^2 D_M(\tilde{\nu}) \rangle_{\text{dis}} \]  
\[ F(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{64\pi^4\tilde{\nu}^3}{3h^2c} \langle \sum_M \frac{e^{-E_M/kt}}{\sum_N e^{-E_N/kt}} |\tilde{\mu}_M|^2 D'_M(\tilde{\nu}) \rangle_{\text{dis}} \]  
where \( D_M(\tilde{\nu}) \) is the lineshape function for exciton state \( M \) and \( \langle \cdots \rangle_{\text{dis}} \) indicates averaging over diagonal disorder (i.e., site energies). Similarly, the linear (LD) and circular dichroism (CD), expressed as absorption cross-section difference spectra, can be described by

\[ \Delta \sigma_{\text{LD}}(\tilde{\nu}) = \sigma_\parallel(\tilde{\nu}) - \sigma_\perp(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{4\pi^3\tilde{\nu}}{hc} \langle \sum_M (|\tilde{\mu}_M|^2 - 3(\tilde{\mu}_M \cdot \tilde{n})^2) D_M(\tilde{\nu}) \rangle_{\text{dis}} \]  
and

\[ \Delta \sigma_{\text{CD}}(\tilde{\nu}) = \sigma_L(\tilde{\nu}) - \sigma_R(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{32\pi^3\tilde{\nu}}{3hc} \langle \sum_M r_M D_M(\tilde{\nu}) \rangle_{\text{dis}} \]  
respectively.\(^{99,104}\) The intensity of LD spectra depends on the orientation angle between the transition dipole and the membrane normal (\( \tilde{n} \)).\(^{41,104}\) For eq 1.18, the dipole strength \( |\tilde{\mu}_M|^2 \) is replaced by the excitonic rotational strength,

\[ r_M = \frac{\pi}{2} \sum_{m,n} c_{mM} c_{nN} (\tilde{\epsilon}_m \tilde{R}_m - \tilde{\epsilon}_n \tilde{R}_n) \cdot (\tilde{\mu}_m \times \tilde{\mu}_n) \]  
(note that intrinsic rotational strength and electric-magnetic coupling have been neglected).\(^{105}\) Eq 1.19 indicates that the excitonic CD spectrum (when corrected for linear frequency scaling) is conserved. Therefore, the experimentally determined \( r \) (eq 1.20) should vanish.

\[ r = \frac{3hc\pi}{32\pi^3} \int_{\Delta\tilde{\nu}} \frac{\Delta \sigma_{\text{CD}}(\tilde{\nu})}{\tilde{\nu}} d\tilde{\nu} \]  
In practice, the intrinsic contribution can be measured and subtracted from the measured CD to create a conserved spectrum.\(^{41}\) For example, \( r = 8.7 \times 10^{-4} \) and \(-7.4 \times 10^{-4} \) \( \text{D}^2 \) for Chl \( a \) at room temperature in ether\(^{106}\) and at 1.7 K in protein (WSCP),\(^{107}\) respectively.
In the simplest approximation, $D_M(\tilde{\nu})$ is a Dirac delta function centered at the exciton transition energy (so-called stick spectra). However, while static disorder is easily included by convolving the stick spectra with the site distribution function (SDF), this approach neglects dynamic disorder. A more accurate lineshape function, which accounts for both diagonal and off-diagonal exciton-vibration coupling, is derived from the reduced density matrix as

$$D_M^{(\ell)}(\tilde{\nu}) = e^{-\gamma_{\text{MM}}S(T)} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{\pm 2\pi i (\tilde{\nu} - \tilde{\nu}_M) \tau + \gamma_{\text{MM}} G(\tau) + \pi \Gamma_M |\tau|} d\tau$$

(1.21)

where $+$ and $-$ refer to $D_M(\tilde{\nu})$ (absorption) and $D'_M(\tilde{\nu})$ (fluorescence), respectively.

The main component of eq 1.21 is the temporal function $G(\tau)$, which corresponds to the inverse Fourier transform of the spectral density (including both phonon and intramolecular vibrational modes)

$$G(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-2\pi i \tilde{\nu} \tau} [J(\tilde{\nu}; T) + J_{\text{vib}}(\tilde{\nu}; T)] d\tilde{\nu}$$

(1.22)

Under the secular approximation $\gamma_{\text{MM}}$, which describes delocalization and a suppression of the el-ph coupling strength, is given as

$$\gamma_{MN} = \sum_{m,n} c_{mM} c_{nN} c_{nM} c_{nN} e^{-R_{mn}/R_c}$$

(1.23)

where $R_c$ is the correlation radius of protein vibrations. In the limit of completely correlated fluctuations no exciton relaxation occurs; conversely, when fluctuations are completely uncorrelated the exciton relaxation rates are maximized. While $R_c$ can be set to zero, a value of 5 Å has been proposed based on simulations of pump-probe spectra of the PSII RC and a value of less than 10 Å has been hypothesized for the FMO complex. Coupling to the environment also determines the amount of energy the system requires to reorganize the atomic nuclei after excitation. $\tilde{\nu}_M$ is the energy associated with the (0,0)-transition of state $M$. 


\[
\tilde{\nu}_M = E_M + \sum_N \gamma_{MN} \mathcal{P} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\tilde{\nu}^2 j(\tilde{\nu}; T)}{E_{MN} - \tilde{\nu}} d\tilde{\nu}
\]

\[E_{MN} = E_M - E_N\] (1.24a)

The first term on the right hand side of eq 1.24a is the eigenvalue from eq 1.3a and the second term describes the energy shift due to el-ph coupling (where \(\mathcal{P}\) corresponds to the Cauchy principle part of the integral). The dominate term in the sum is for \(N = M\) (diagonal exciton-vibration coupling) and is equivalent to \(-\gamma_{MM} E_\lambda^\prime\) (eq 1.15b). The broadening term in eq 1.21 (\(\Gamma_M\)) produces finite width for the Lorentzian ZPL and depends on the rates of exciton relaxation

\[
\Gamma_M = \sum_N k_{MN}
\]

(1.25a)

\[
k_{MN} = 2\pi \gamma_{MN} E_{MN}^2 j(E_{MN}; T)
\]

(1.25b)

Equation 1.25b is similar to the standard Redfield rate equation\textsuperscript{108,110} and describes exciton relaxation as an exchange of energy between the system and bath due to off-diagonal coupling. The corresponding exciton lifetime is given by

\[
\tau_M = \frac{2}{\Gamma_M}
\]

(1.26)

In the weak-coupling limit (when electronic coupling is much smaller than \(E_\lambda\)) the Redfield rate equation given by eq 1.25b is no longer applicable and the Förster rate equation must be used\textsuperscript{111,112}

\[
k_{mn} = 2\pi |V_{mn}|^2 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} D_m^\prime (\tilde{\nu}) D_n (\tilde{\nu}) d\tilde{\nu}
\]

(1.27)

In the Förster case, energy transfer is determined by the spectral overlap of the fluorescence lineshape of \(m\) with the absorption lineshape of \(n\). As written, eq 1.27 describes radiationless energy transfer between excited states localized on individual pigments.\textsuperscript{72,111,112} Many natural pigment-protein complexes fall within the intermediate regime between strong and weak...
coupling,\textsuperscript{113} exhibiting domains of strongly-coupled pigments which are weakly interacting with other domains of strongly-coupled pigments. In generalized Förster theory,\textsuperscript{114,115} the standard Förster rate equation (eq 1.27) is applied to delocalized exciton states in order to describe interdomain EET. That is,

\[ k_{MaNb} = 2\pi |V_{MaNb}|^2 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} D_{Ma}^*(\bar{\nu})D_{Nb}(\bar{\nu})d\bar{\nu} \]  

(1.28)

where \( Ma \) indicates exciton state \( M \) in domain \( a \). The exciton lineshapes and intradomain relaxation are treated by Redfield theory as given by eqs 1.21–1.26, with exciton delocalization restricted over only those pigments within the domain. In practice, this restriction is accomplished by setting interdomain coupling constants \( (V) \) in eq 1.2 to 0.\textsuperscript{115,116} However, the interdomain electronic coupling constants are used to calculate interdomain exciton coupling as

\[ V_{MaNb} = \sum_{ma,nb} c_{maMa}c_{nbNb}V_{manb} \]  

(1.29)

with, for example, \( ma \) indicating pigment \( m \) located within domain \( a \). As seen by eq 1.28, interdomain EET is proportional to the exciton coupling between domains. The total rate of energy transfer from domain \( a \) to domain \( b \) depends on the thermally-weighted interdomain EET rates\textsuperscript{114,115}

\[ k_{ab} = \sum_{Ma,Nb} \frac{e^{Ema/kT}}{\sum_{Ka} e^{EkT/kT}} k_{MaNb} \]  

(1.30)

1.3. Laser-Based Spectroscopies

A principal method in which to investigate photophysical properties in photosynthetic systems is laser-based spectroscopy. Measurements can be carried out in both the frequency and time domains. With the development of pulsed lasers, ps and fs processes can be studied by photon echo,\textsuperscript{117} pump-probe,\textsuperscript{118,119} and two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES).\textsuperscript{120,121} As noted
in section 1.1.1, time-domain spectra have revealed interesting ultrafast coherent effects in FMO on a timescale of hundreds of femtoseconds.\textsuperscript{42-44} The excitation source in time-domain spectroscopies have a broad bandwidth in frequency due to the Mandelstam-Tamm inequality\textsuperscript{122}

\[ \Delta E \Delta t \geq \frac{h}{4\pi} \]  

which relates the standard deviation in energy of a quantum system to its time-dependence over the interval \( \Delta t \).

Complimentary to time-domain techniques are frequency-domain spectroscopies,\textsuperscript{96,123-125} which utilize continuous wave lasers with narrow bandwidth (quasimonochromatic) as opposed to pulsed excitation sources. In frequency-domain measurements, a small subpopulation within the disordered sample is probed and provides information on lineshapes and dynamics. Another method of overcoming energetic disorder is single complex spectroscopy,\textsuperscript{126,127} where very low concentrated samples allow for a single complex to be probed. Data for ensemble measurements can then be assembled by collecting statistical information for many complexes. Below only the frequency-domain techniques utilized in this work are covered in more detail.

\textbf{1.3.1. Dynamic and Static Disorder}

The lineshapes (i.e., PSB and lifetime broadening) discussed in section 1.2.3 pertain to dynamic (homogeneous) disorder.\textsuperscript{128,129} This type of disorder results from relaxation processes which occur on timescales shorter than the lifetime of the electronic excited state and describe shifts of the potential energy surface along the reaction coordinates of normal modes. For the linear el-ph approximation, the ZPL is a delta peak and only gains finite linewidth (\( \Gamma_{\text{hom}} \)) due to exciton relaxation caused by off-diagonal exciton-vibration coupling.\textsuperscript{99} However, dephasing caused by quadratic el-ph coupling gives rise to the temperature dependence of \( \Gamma_{\text{hom}} \),\textsuperscript{96,128,130} although its contribution is negligible at low temperatures compared to lifetime broadening.\textsuperscript{96}
In addition to the dynamic disorder, slow (compared to the excited state lifetime) variations of the local environment leads to static (inhomogeneous) disorder which affects the transition energy of ZPLs.\textsuperscript{96,128,129} For a perfect crystal, all sites have identical environments and no static disorder exists, but sites in a glass matrix (amorphous solid) will experience shifts away from the average energy due to local interactions.\textsuperscript{96} Figure 1.6 shows hypothetical pigments in a disordered matrix and the resulting effect on the transition energies. For photosynthetic systems, the pigments are often shielded from the surrounding glass matrix by the protein, with disorder among local protein binding sites contributing to shifts in transition energies. Static disorder is assumed to be normally distributed\textsuperscript{71,96,131} about the average energy with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) designated $\Gamma_{inh}$. The energy distribution is referred to as the SDF.\textsuperscript{96} Unlike the dynamic disorder which is temperature-dependent (see eq 1.14), $\Gamma_{inh}$ is not considered to depend on temperature,\textsuperscript{133} although thermally-activated protein motion can lead to changes in the SDF.\textsuperscript{134}

\textbf{Figure 1.6} Frame A: schematic representation of several sites in different local environments. Frame B: representative distribution of transition energies showing how the ZPLs are normally distributed with a FWHM of $\Gamma_{inh}$.\textsuperscript{96}

A non-specific view of static disorder is often taken, with $\Gamma_{inh}$ being elucidated from fits of simulated spectra. However, HB (vide infra) and single complex spectroscopies can provide direct experimental measurements of disorder.\textsuperscript{126,127} An example of a more microscopic treatment of disorder is the dichotomous model,\textsuperscript{75,135} where thermally-weighted protein conformations are
assumed to shift pigment site energies between two distributions. While models for structure-based
calculations of site energies have been proposed,\textsuperscript{85,108,136} in general it is difficult to predict \( \varepsilon \) and
\( \Gamma_{inh} \) based on only the protein environment. However, it is known that, for example, hydrogen
bonding can redshift site energies of Chls and BChls by \( \sim 60 \) and \( \sim 100 \) cm\(^{-1} \), respectively.\textsuperscript{137} The
static disorder and SDF mentioned so far applies to excited states localized on individual pigments.
For exciton states, the extent of delocalization suppresses disorder due to exchange narrowing,\textsuperscript{138}
with the resulting width given by

\[
\text{FWHM}_M = \sqrt{\sum_m |c_{mM}|^4 \Gamma_m^2} \quad (1.32)
\]

where \( \Gamma_m \) represents \( \Gamma_{inh} \) of site \( m \) (assuming site-dependent \( \Gamma_{inh} \)).

\subsection*{1.3.2. Hole Burning and Fluorescence Line Narrowing}

Two of the most common site-selective, frequency-domain spectroscopies are fluorescence
line narrowing (FLN)\textsuperscript{41,96,129,139} and spectral hole burning (HB).\textsuperscript{96,123,124,129,140,141} FLN and HB
experiments are carried out under liquid helium temperatures (\( \sim 5 \) K) in order to decrease the
contribution from the PSB and resolve the ZPL. For an ensemble of molecules in a disordered
matrix, only those molecules which absorb resonant with the laser frequency will be excited and
subsequently fluoresce. If the bandwidth of the laser is sufficiently narrow and scattered laser light
is reduced (e.g., by creating a transparent glass matrix upon cooling), then the ZPL width is given
by\textsuperscript{96}

\[
\Gamma_{ZPL} = 2\Gamma_{hom} = \frac{1}{\pi c T_1} + \frac{2}{\pi c T_2^*} \quad (1.33)
\]

where \( T_1 \) is the natural lifetime (in this case, the fluorescence lifetime) and \( T_2^* \) is the pure dephasing
time. Scattered light In terms of the lineshape function and SDF, the FLN spectrum is given by
\[ \text{FLN}(\tilde{\nu}) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} D'(\tilde{\nu} - \Omega) D(\tilde{\nu}_B - \Omega) N(\Omega) d\Omega \]  

(1.34)

with \( \tilde{\nu}_B \) the laser frequency and \( N(\Omega) \) representing the SDF. As noted above, only those sites resonant with the laser will emit; as the \( D(\tilde{\nu}_B - \Omega) \) term is the absorption lineshape shifted so that the ZPL is at the laser frequency. This term describes the probability of exciting a molecule by its ZPL or PSB.\(^{96,141–143}\)

HB concerns changes in the absorption spectrum of a sample after laser excitation. A HB spectrum is the difference between absorption spectra after (postburn) and before (preburn) excitation, respectively.\(^{96,124}\) A diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1.7, where the absorption spectra are measured by means of a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR). The sample (S) is secured on a holder inside of the liquid helium cryostat (C), which is positioned within the beam path of the FTIR. A tungsten bulb (W) is used as a white light source for the probe. Characteristic of interferometers, the probe encounters a beam splitter (BS) which sends parts the signal to either a stationary or movable mirror. The probe beams are reflected back towards BS and interrogate the sample. The resultant is detected by a photodiode (PD) and the preburn absorption recorded. For the burning step, W is turned off and the laser shutter is opened. Laser intensity is controlled by a stabilizer and neutral density filter (ND). The laser burns (excites) the sample for a certain time before the shutter is closed. To record the changes induced by burning, W is turned on and the sample absorption is measured as before.
**Figure 1.7** Experimental setup for low-temperature absorption and HB measurements. The sample (S) is illuminated three times: first by the white light probe in order to record the preburn absorption (1), followed by excitation with the narrow-band laser source (2), and finally the FTIR probe measures the postburn absorption (3).

In order to record fluence-dependent spectra, the above procedure continues by alternating between burn and probe steps until saturation (i.e., the sample no longer undergoes any laser-induced changes). As long as low temperature is maintained, the absorption changes persist and the HB spectra (postburn minus preburn) exhibit persistent holes. Transient spectra can also be measured when the system enters a long-lived state, such as a triplet or CS state with lifetimes on the order of $\mu$s to ms.$^{78,144}$ In this case, the sample is continuously excited during recording of the absorption spectrum. That is, the absorption is measured while the shutter is open and the system is in, for example, a triplet-bottleneck. Since both persistent and transient burning occur simultaneously, another absorption spectrum is measured (post-transient) which contains only the contribution from persistent changes (i.e., measured with the shutter closed). The transient HB spectrum is the difference of the post-transient minus the transient absorption.
Two types of HB mechanisms are discussed in the literature: photochemical and nonphotochemical. Photochemical HB (PHB) results from changes in the absorbing molecule itself (such as photooxidation or proton tautomerization). The transition energy distribution before and after PHB occurs are referred to as the educt and product, respectively, and often experience far energetic separation. In nonphotochemical HB (NPHB), small changes in energy result from a rearrangement of the local environment upon excitation of the pigment.

Figure 1.8 shows a diagram depicting NPHB of a single site. Upon excitation, phonon-assisted tunneling can occur in the excited state and upon relaxation the system is in a new ground state. If the thermal energy is sufficiently low, the potential barrier between the two ground states cannot be overcome. Therefore, the pigment is trapped in the new ground state as long as low temperature is maintained and persistent holes result.

![Energy level diagram illustrating the phonon-assisted tunneling mechanism of NPHB.](image)

*Figure 1.8* Energy level diagram illustrating the phonon-assisted tunneling mechanism of NPHB. The pigment is modeled as a multi-welled two level system. Red arrows represent excitation and relaxation, while the yellow arrow indicates tunneling in the excited state.
The absorption spectrum dependent on burn time \( (t_B) \) is given as

\[
A(\tilde{\nu}, t_B) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} D(\tilde{\nu} - \Omega) N(\Omega) e^{-P\sigma(\tilde{\nu})\phi D(\tilde{\nu}_B - \Omega)t_B} d\Omega
\]  

(1.35)

where \( P \) is the laser power, \( \sigma(\tilde{\nu}) \) is the absorption cross section, and \( \phi \) is the HB efficiency. For the preburn absorption, the exponent in the integrand equals one and the resulting absorption is the convolution of the lineshape function with the SDF (i.e., assuming a model of correlated disorder). The HB spectrum is the difference between postburn and preburn spectra, which reduces to

\[
HB(\tilde{\nu}, t_B) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} D(\tilde{\nu} - \Omega) N(\Omega)(e^{-P\sigma\phi D(\tilde{\nu}_B - \Omega)t_B} - 1)d\Omega
\]  

(1.36)

Figure 1.9 shows representative preburn and postburn absorption spectra, as well as the resulting HB spectrum. In correspondence to FLN spectra, which are composed of a ZPL and PSB, the HB spectra display a sharp zero-phonon hole (ZPH) resonant with the laser and two PSB holes (PSBHs). At higher energy than the ZPH is the real-PSBH, which results from a bleach of molecules excited via their ZPL. The pseudo-PSBH is observed due to a bleach of pigments via their PSBs. For low laser fluence only the sharp ZPH will be resolved and its intensity is given by the SDF. Thus, if many HB spectra are collected at constant fluence across the absorption band, the ZPH intensities will trace out the SDF. The envelope of the ZPH intensities is called the ZPH action spectrum and its FWHM is approximately \( \Gamma_{inh} \) (or FWHM\(_M\) for delocalized states).
Figure 1.9 Preburn (black), postburn (blue) and HB (red) spectra for an inhomogeneously broadened absorption band. The HB spectra is multiplied by 10 and the ZPH is cut for clarity. The wavenumber scale is relative to the SDF peak position. The inset shows more clearly the differences between pre- and postburn spectra near $\tilde{\nu}_B$.

For molecular aggregates where EET is present, energy transfer competes with HB and lowers the HB efficiency.

$$\phi = \frac{\Omega_0 e^{-2\lambda}}{\Omega_0 e^{-2\lambda} + \tau_{fl}^{-1} + \tau_{EET}^{-1}}$$

The term in the numerator corresponds to the tunneling probability of the two level system, while $\tau_{fl}$ and $\tau_{EET}$ are the fluorescence lifetime and energy transfer time, respectively.\(^{96}\) The tunneling probability in the excited state (see yellow arrow in Figure 1.8) depends on the tunneling parameter $\lambda$ and prefactor $\Omega_0$.\(^{96,152}\) The implication from eq 1.37 is that the presence of EET lowers the HB yield for all but the trap states (where no further EET occurs). An example of this phenomena is the inability to burn ZPHs in the BChl $c$ absorption maximum of the chlorosome,\(^{26}\) consistent with time-domain measurements indicating very fast exciton relaxation to the lowest energy state.
Additionally, as mentioned previously energy transfer will produce lifetime broadening. That is, for low-fluence

$$\Gamma_{ZPH} = 2\Gamma_{hom} = \frac{1}{\pi c T_1} + \frac{2}{\pi c T^*_2} + \frac{1}{\pi c T_{EET}}$$

(1.38)

At low temperatures $T^*_2$ is much longer than $T_1$ (which is on the order of nanoseconds for Chls). Since Redfield and Förster EET are on the orders of femtoseconds to picoseconds, $\tau_{EET}$ is the dominate term in eq 1.38 and the ZPH width is a direct measure of the energy transfer time.

Another powerful site-selective techniques is difference FLN ($\Delta$FLN).\textsuperscript{154–156} $\Delta$FLN is the difference of two FLN spectra before and after low-fluence HB.\textsuperscript{96,154} As $\Delta$FLN combines the FLN and HB processes it is doubly selective, that is only pigments contributing to selective burning and selective excitation contribute to the $\Delta$FLN spectrum.\textsuperscript{96,143}

$$\Delta FLN(\tilde{\nu}, t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} D'(\tilde{\nu} - \Omega)D(\tilde{\nu}_B - \Omega)N(\Omega)(1 - e^{-P\sigma\phi D(\tilde{\nu}_B - \Omega)t})d\Omega$$

(1.39)

An important property of $\Delta$FLN is that its shape is proportional to the single-site fluorescence spectrum,\textsuperscript{157–159} meaning there is no contribution from the pseudo-PSB. Therefore, comparisons of calculated lineshape functions to the $\Delta$FLN spectrum can be used to elucidate spectral density parameters. Additionally, $S(T)$ can be found from the Debye-Waller factor ($\alpha$)\textsuperscript{96,160,161}

$$\alpha = \frac{I_{ZPL}}{I_{ZPL} + I_{PSB}} = e^{-S(T)}$$

(1.40)

where $I_{ZPL}$ and $I_{PSB}$ are the integrated intensities of the ZPL and PSB, respectively. Thus, $\Delta$FLN is a useful technique for determining el-ph coupling parameters experimentally.

1.4. Organization of Dissertation

Chapter 2 provides a careful study of various functional forms for the spectral density. Comparisons between experimental $\Delta$FLN and calculated single-site fluorescence spectra are given in order to determine which distributions yield physically realistic lineshapes and el-ph
coupling parameters. Chapter 3 describes a low-temperature study of FMO complexes from *C. tepidum*; revealing a small Stokes shift and the presence of intact and destabilized samples. Chapter 4 presents Redfield calculations of the low-energy 825 nm absorption band of FMO, in which intermonomer energy transfer is necessary to describe low-temperature absorption, fluorescence and nonresonant HB spectra. The results of Chapter 4 are expanded in Chapter 5, where simulations of the entire FMO trimer are given. Energy transfer, the site energy of BChl *a* 8, and various models of disorder are discussed as they pertain to fits of various optical spectra. Chapter 6 provides a HB study of LvWSCP, in which nonconservative holes are attributed to PHB proceeding by a mechanism of electron exchange between Chls and the nearby protein environment. Chapter 7 contains conclusions and future directions.
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Abstract

We propose a critical assessment of typical phonon spectral densities, \( J(\bar{\nu}) \), used to describe linear and nonlinear optical spectra in photosynthetic complexes. Evaluation is based on a more careful comparison to experiment than has been provided in the past. \( J(\bar{\nu}) \) describes the frequency-dependent coupling of the system to the bath and is an important component in calculations of EET times. On the basis of the shape of experimental \( J(\bar{\nu}) \) obtained for several photosynthetic complexes, we argue that the shape of \( J(\bar{\nu}) \) strongly depends on the pigment–protein complex. We show that many densities (especially the Drude–Lorentz/constant damping Brownian oscillator) display qualitatively wrong behavior when compared to experiment. Because of divergence of \( J(\bar{\nu}) \) at zero frequency, the Brownian oscillator cannot fit a single-site spectrum correctly. It is proposed that a lognormal distribution can be used to fit experimental data and exhibits desired attributes for a physically meaningful phonon \( J(\bar{\nu}) \), in contrast to several commonly used spectral densities which exhibit low-frequency behavior in qualitative disagreement with experiment. We anticipate that the lognormal \( J(\bar{\nu}) \) function proposed in this work will be further tested in theoretical modeling of both time- and frequency-domain data.
2.1 Introduction

The primary input into energy transfer and lineshape calculations for excitonic systems is a spectral density, $J(\tilde{\nu})$, which describes the coupling of the electronic transition to matrix vibrations. Rate constants for exciton transfer, as well as lineshape functions of optical transitions, strongly depend on the shape of $J(\tilde{\nu})$ of exciton-vibration coupling.\textsuperscript{162} Although experimental data clearly indicate that the shape of $J(\tilde{\nu})$ varies depending on the photosynthetic system under consideration,\textsuperscript{163–165} in theoretical studies standard functional forms are often assumed for $J(\tilde{\nu})$ which either deviate significantly from experimental data or are valid only for specific systems.\textsuperscript{99} Many efforts have been undertaken to extract the bath spectral densities from mixed quantum-classical calculations.\textsuperscript{166–169} Various semiclassical corrections to the spectral density have also been investigated.\textsuperscript{169} Direct calibration against experiment, however, is generally difficult due to the inherently broad spectral transitions observed for room temperature photosynthetic complexes.

Below, we provide a critical assessment of $J(\tilde{\nu})$ typically used to describe linear and nonlinear optical spectra, such as those obtained from spectral HB and 2DES. We argue that many functions used so far either poorly describe the shape of $J(\tilde{\nu})$ or cause clear difficulties in spectral calculations.

To avoid confusion, we adopt the definition of May and Kühn for $J(\tilde{\nu})$.\textsuperscript{98}

$$J(\tilde{\nu}) = \sum_i s_i \delta(\tilde{\nu} - \tilde{\nu}_i)$$

(2.1)

with $s_i = \tilde{\nu}_i d_i^2 / 4$, the dimensionless Huang-Rhys factor for each bath mode indicating the strength of el-ph coupling. Here, $\tilde{\nu}_i$ is the frequency of the $i^{th}$ bath mode and $d_i$ is the displacement of the $i^{th}$ bath mode minimum in the ground and excited electronic state potential energy surfaces. $J(\tilde{\nu})$
(in units of wavenumbers) is sometimes referred to as the phonon profile and defines the total Huang-Rhys factor\textsuperscript{98}

\[
S = \int_{0}^{\infty} J(\tilde{\nu}) \, d\tilde{\nu} = \sum_{i} s_{i}
\]

and reorganization energy

\[
E_{\lambda} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \tilde{\nu} J(\tilde{\nu}) \, d\tilde{\nu}
\]

Under this definition, \(J(\tilde{\nu})\) differs by a factor of \(\tilde{\nu}^{2}\) from the anti-symmetric component of the Fourier-Laplace transform of the energy gap correlation function

\[
C''(\tilde{\nu}) = \tilde{\nu}^{2} J(\tilde{\nu})
\]

which is itself sometimes referred to as the spectral density.\textsuperscript{170} As the primary determinant of system-bath interactions in model calculations for excitonically coupled systems, \(J(\tilde{\nu})\) directly determines both spectral characteristics and exciton relaxation dynamics.\textsuperscript{171}

Although \(J(\tilde{\nu})\) can be obtained by \(\Delta\)FLN spectroscopy,\textsuperscript{163–165} to be useful one needs to express its shape by a function that can be used in theoretical calculations of the lineshape functions and EET rates. The shape of the spectral density is critical to properly describe various optical spectra and, in particular, exciton relaxation processes. Specifically, we suggest that for photosynthetic systems a proper model for \(J(\tilde{\nu})\) should:

1. converge to zero as frequency approaches zero;
2. ensure that the quantity \(\tilde{\nu}^{2} J(\tilde{\nu})\) converges to zero at infinite frequency; and
3. fit the experimental profile obtained for \(J(\tilde{\nu})\). The first condition has already been briefly discussed by Toutounji and Small\textsuperscript{171} in the context of ZPL widths and is necessary to ensure that the PSB in optical spectra decays toward zero near the ZPL, as consistently observed in experimental data. Note also that without this condition \(S\) may be undefined. The second criterion provides a well-defined value for \(E_{\lambda}\) and ensures under certain conditions (e.g., Redfield
relaxation) that the energy transfer rate decays to zero at infinite energetic separation. For simple
lineshape and dynamics calculations (e.g., Förster or Redfield relaxation rates) these three
conditions suffice, as all required spectral manipulations can be performed numerically. However,
for more advanced calculations a convenient analytical form of the function may also be important.
This is one of the reasons why many theoretical papers use either an Ohmic density with
exponential cutoff or the overdamped Brownian oscillator (OBO) (vide infra). The functions
describing $J(\tilde{\nu})$, along with corresponding equations defining $S$ and $E_\lambda$, are summarized in
Appendix A.

In the case where molecules are coupled to a continuum of low-frequency, damping modes
and a single high-frequency mode, the anti-symmetric component can be written as: \(^{172}\)

$$C''(\tilde{\nu}) = C_0''(\tilde{\nu}) + C_{\nu lb}''(\tilde{\nu})$$

(2.5)

Of course coupling to multiples modes, especially on the low-frequency part of the vibronic
spectrum (up to $\sim 500$ cm$^{-1}$), might be relevant for energy transfer in the FMO complex.\(^{173}\) In eq
2.5 the (fast) $C_0''(\tilde{\nu})$ mode corresponds to the a smooth background describing fluctuations due to
the protein environment, while the second term expresses couplings to one or multiple discrete
vibrational modes, which may be of intramolecular origin. Thus, the second term, $C_{\nu lb}''(\tilde{\nu})$,
represents the spectral density of (slow) molecular vibrations (damped or undamped) whose
importance was recently addressed in the context of molecular vibrations in 2DES signals.\(^{172}\) The
influence of fast vibrations on energy transfer continues to be of great interest; for example,
recently Kolli et al.\(^{174}\) showed the importance of high-energy quantized vibrations and their non-
equilibrium dynamics for energy transfer in photosynthetic systems with highly localized excitonic
states. Finally, we note that vibrational frequencies and their Huang-Rhys factors can be measured
by ΔFLN$^{159}$ and HB spectroscopies.$^{96}$ In this manuscript, however, we focus only on the phonon spectral density.

2.2 Results and Discussion

Below we provide careful comparison of various spectral densities to experimental data. For example, we show that divergence of $J(\tilde{\nu})$ at zero frequency is in qualitative disagreement with experimental data. We argue that the OBO and Ohmic densities (vide supra) cannot fit a single-site spectrum correctly. We begin with a brief description and comparison of phonon spectral densities used so far in modeling studies. We focus on shortcomings and advantages of various functions used in theoretical calculations of optical spectra and EET rates in photosynthetic complexes.

2.2.1. Gaussian-Lorentzian

The empirical function given by a Gaussian distribution on the low-energy side and a Lorentzian distribution on the high-energy side (G-L) (see Appendix A) is often used in modeling of HB spectra and experimental $J(\tilde{\nu})$ obtained by ΔFLN spectra$^{163-165}$ because its asymmetric shape is similar to experiment. Also, specific lineshape characteristics, peak position and FWHM, are input parameters; making adjustments to the lineshape simple and intuitive. This function, however, leads to infinitely large $E_\lambda$ (vide infra) and cannot be used in energy transfer rate expressions. Problems can also arise in calculations of the ZPL, as certain values for peak position and Gaussian width result in a $J(\tilde{\nu})$ that does not decay to zero at zero frequency; leading to an unphysical broadening of the ZPL.$^{171}$

2.2.2. B777

The B777 spectral density,$^{99}$ used in Redfield-based calculations of optical spectra of photosynthetic complexes and given below (eq 2.6), was obtained from the 1.6 K FLN spectra
measured for B777 complexes from LH1. The B777 complex contains a single BChl a molecule bound to a single α helix protein.\textsuperscript{99}

\[
J(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{S_0}{s_1 + s_2} \sum_{i=1,2} \frac{s_i}{7!} \frac{s_i^4}{2\tilde{\nu}_i^4} \tilde{\nu}_i^2 e^{-\frac{(\tilde{\nu}/\tilde{\nu}_i)^{1/2}}{2}} 
\]  
(2.6)

where \(s_1 = 0.8, \ s_2 = 0.5, \tilde{\nu}_1 = 0.56 \text{ cm}^{-1} (0.069 \text{ meV})\) and \(\tilde{\nu}_2 = 1.9 \text{ cm}^{-1} (0.24 \text{ meV})\). \(J(\tilde{\nu})\) given by eq 2.6 is qualitatively reasonable (i.e., it captures the right physical trend; vide infra) but its shape could be improved by comparing to the shape of experimental ΔFLN spectra. Concerning the exciton-vibration coupling, ΔFLN spectra (not FLN spectra) provide valuable information on the spectral density, i.e., FLN signals and ΔFLN signals collected under the same conditions are not proportional to each other.\textsuperscript{142,159} Only ΔFLN spectra reduce directly to the single-site fluorescence lineshape function in the low-fluence limit,\textsuperscript{159} providing information on the phonon spectral density. While the B777 \(J(\tilde{\nu})\) has been applied to various photosynthetic complexes,\textsuperscript{108,114,175,176} due to the simplistic nature of the B777 protein it cannot represent a generic spectral density observed experimentally in various photosynthetic complexes, e.g., FMO,\textsuperscript{163} the minor light harvesting antenna (CP29) from PSII,\textsuperscript{164} WSCP.\textsuperscript{165} This is especially true for the shape of \(J(\tilde{\nu})\) for WSCP (vide infra), which has three clearly distinguishable peaks.\textsuperscript{165} It has also been noted before that there exist differences between the B777 density and the G-L \(J(\tilde{\nu})\)\textsuperscript{165} of the major light harvesting complex in PSII (LHCII), although it was suggested that the differences could be due to low-frequency protein vibrations improperly assigned as intramolecular modes.\textsuperscript{176}

Approximate functions have been proposed in the literature for the B777 \(C''''(\tilde{\nu})\) when applied to the B850 band of the LH2 antenna of purple bacteria,\textsuperscript{177–180} where application of the B777 \(J(\tilde{\nu})\) would be most warranted due to the similar pigment-protein interactions (i.e., LH1 and LH2 have similar pigment-protein subunits\textsuperscript{99}). The alternative functions were used to preserve the
peak position and shape of $C''(\bar{\nu})$, and to simplify calculations with the use of an interpolated formula when calculating the correlation function. These approximations were sums of Ohmic-like densities discussed below. A three term Super-Ohmic density was also used to approximate the B777 function when applied to bacterial RCs with CT states.

2.2.3. Brownian Oscillator

An often used functional form for the spectral density is the OBO or Drude-Lorentz density, which depends on $E_\lambda$, and a damping constant, $\gamma$:

$$C''(\bar{\nu}) = \frac{2E_\lambda \gamma \bar{\nu}}{\pi(\bar{\nu}^2 + \gamma^2)}$$

(2.7)

Often when this function is used for $C''(\bar{\nu})$, $\pi^{-1}$ is included as part of $E_\lambda$. To keep our definitions consistent throughout the text, the $\pi$ term is included in the denominator of the OBO function. This overdamped function is a special case of the more general multimode BO density obtained by assuming constant damping for a single mode at zero frequency.\textsuperscript{170} Constant damping implies that

$$J(\bar{\nu}) \sim \frac{1}{\bar{\nu}} \text{ as } \bar{\nu} \to 0$$

(2.8)

Under this assumption the OBO $J(\bar{\nu})$ mentioned above diverges at zero frequency, meaning that $S$ is undefined and, as a result, the OBO $J(\bar{\nu})$ will never fit single-site spectra correctly. Aside from failing to accurately describe experimental HB lineshapes, this leads to the intuitively undesirable result that single-site absorption and emission spectra can no longer be divided cleanly into $R$-phonon excitation profiles.\textsuperscript{96} The careful modeling of the continuous part of the spectral density toward zero frequency is essential for the prevalence of coherence in molecular networks because it determines the pure dephasing rate, $\gamma_d$.\textsuperscript{183} Also, the OBO $J(\bar{\nu})$ does not yield long lasting cross-peak oscillations in 2D echo spectra of the seven-site FMO complex.\textsuperscript{183–185}
The more general multimode BO model is often used for describing high-frequency vibrations, while a modified OBO, the quantum overdamped bath function, has been proposed as it overcomes the slow Lorentzian decay of the standard OBO. However, if constant damping is assumed, both the multimode BO and quantum OBO functions suffer from the same drawbacks encountered by the standard overdamped form (e.g., infinite value at zero frequency and undefined $S$).

### 2.2.4. Ohmic

Another common function is the Ohmic-type spectral density of the form

$$C''(\tilde{\nu}) = \eta \tilde{\nu} \left( \frac{\tilde{\nu}}{\nu_c} \right)^{\alpha - 1} e^{-\frac{\nu}{\nu_c}}$$

(2.9)

where $\alpha$ is the order of the function and $\eta$ is a normalization factor that is directly proportional to $E_\lambda$ (see Appendix A for details). The B777 function described earlier (see eq 2.6) is a sum of several densities with closely related forms (although the exponential cutoff in B777 is raised to the power of 1/2). Three types of densities can be distinguished: (1) sub-Ohmic ($0 < \alpha < 1$); (2) Ohmic ($\alpha = 1$); and (3) super-Ohmic ($\alpha > 1$); all of which are simply Gamma distributions multiplied by $\tilde{\nu}$ with various shape parameters (divided by $\tilde{\nu}^2$ in the case of $J(\tilde{\nu})$). Note that the designation of a density as “Ohmic” reflects the behavior of $C''(\tilde{\nu})$ at zero frequency: any Ohmic or sub-Ohmic choice for $C''(\tilde{\nu})$ will result in a $J(\tilde{\nu})$ that diverges at zero frequency, which is in qualitative disagreement with experiment.

### 2.2.5. Lognormal

Based on our extensive search for functions that could describe experimental $J(\tilde{\nu})$ in several photosynthetic complexes, we found that the lognormal distribution defined below is an excellent choice:
\[ J(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{S}{\tilde{\nu} \sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{[\ln(\frac{\tilde{\nu}}{\tilde{\nu}_c})]^2}{2\sigma^2}} \]  

(2.10)

where \( \tilde{\nu}_c \) is the cutoff frequency and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation. This lineshape is advantageous because it converges for large frequencies (e.g., both \( S \) and \( E_\lambda \) are defined) and has an adjustable asymmetry which describes very well the experimental \( J(\tilde{\nu}) \) and various optical spectra (to be reported elsewhere). This function also contains two adjustable parameters (\( \tilde{\nu}_c \) and \( \sigma \)), unlike the other functions discussed previously, which rely solely on a cutoff frequency or damping constant (with the exception of G-L) as \( S \) and \( E_\lambda \) only affect normalization/peak amplitude. See Table A.1 in Appendix A for how parameters affect the shapes of different spectral densities.

**2.2.6 Application to Photosynthetic Antenna Complexes**

In this section, we present comparisons of a number of spectral density models with experimental data for a variety of photosynthetic complexes. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 focus on the FMO antenna complex. The FMO complex is an often studied system due to the presence of long-lasting quantum coherence exhibited in 2D spectra,\(^{43,44}\) and all functions mentioned in this text have been applied to model exciton relaxation and optical spectra of FMO. Figure 2.1 shows calculated single-site spectra compared to the experimental \( \Delta \text{FLN} \) spectrum for FMO (\( C. \text{tepidum} \)),\(^{163}\) as the shape of the phonon spectral density directly determines the PSB of the single-site spectrum.\(^{96}\) Using the often published parameter values for the B777 density leads to a broadened single-site spectrum that cannot fit the experimental data (frame A). It should be noted that the main argument for using the B777 function to describe FMO comes from Figure 2 of ref 108. There, \( J(\tilde{\nu}) \) is compared directly to the experimental 4 K FLN spectrum (not \( \Delta \text{FLN} \) as shown in this work) of FMO (\( Pr. \text{ aestuarii} \)). For comparison, frame B plots the same experimental absorption spectrum together with the diverging \( J(\tilde{\nu}) \) profiles for the OBO and Ohmic functions. Although viable single-site absorption spectra can be calculated from these functions, due to the divergence of \( J(\tilde{\nu}) \)
at zero frequency the corresponding spectra do not display a well-defined PSB; giving rise instead to broadening of the ZPL.\textsuperscript{171}

**Figure 2.1** Frame A: experimental FMO (\textit{C. tepidum}) ΔFLN spectrum (black, $\tilde{\nu}_{\text{ex}} = 12090 \text{ cm}^{-1}$)\textsuperscript{163} and single-site spectra calculated with G-L (black dashed, $\tilde{\nu}_m = 22 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $\Gamma_G = 22 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $\Gamma_L = 60 \text{ cm}^{-1}$),\textsuperscript{163} lognormal (blue, $\tilde{\nu}_c = 38 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $\sigma = 0.7$) and B777 (red) functions. The inset shows the integral of $\tilde{\nu}/(\tilde{\nu}) (S = 0.3)$ for the corresponding curves. Frame B: ΔFLN and lognormal curves from frame A with single-site spectra calculated with OBO (red, $\gamma = 53 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) and Ohmic (green, $\tilde{\nu}_c = 50 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) functions. OBO and Ohmic fits scaled to match FWHM of ZPL (not shown).

The B777 density with modified parameters can be used to fit the \textit{C. tepidum} data using only one term (i.e., $s_2 = 0$), as seen in Figure 2.2. Doing so, however, limits the function to one adjustable parameter, $\tilde{\nu}_1$, which will change both the peak position and curve width simultaneously. A theoretical spectral density for FMO could be directly obtained using a normal mode analysis,\textsuperscript{187} though the average diagonal part of such a spectral density obtained for the monomeric subunit of the FMO protein significantly differed from the experimental average phonon spectral density obtained in ref 108 (eq 2.6 with $S_0 = 0.5$). The authors argued the deviation was likely due to anharmonicities experienced by the soft degrees of freedom that govern the
conformational flexibility of the macromolecule.\textsuperscript{162} Other studies have been made to directly determine, and fit with an analytical form, the energy gap autocorrelation function using molecular dynamics and electronic structure calculations.\textsuperscript{166,168,169}

\textbf{Figure 2.2} Experimental FMO (\textit{C. tepidum}) ΔFLN spectrum (black, $\tilde{\nu}_{ex} = 12,090$ cm\textsuperscript{-1})\textsuperscript{163} and single-site spectra calculated with lognormal (blue, $\tilde{\nu}_c = 38$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}, $\sigma = 0.7$) and modified B777 (red, $s_1 = 1$, $s_2 = 0$, $\tilde{\nu}_1 = 0.65$ cm\textsuperscript{-1} = 0.08 meV, $\tilde{\nu}_2 = 0$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}) functions. The inset shows the integral of $\hat{\nu}J(\hat{\nu})$ ($S = 0.3$) for each curve.

The CP29 antenna complex is involved in energy transfer within PSII. Frame A of Figure 2.3 shows the lognormal distribution ($\tilde{\nu}_c = 50$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}, $\sigma = 0.9$)\textsuperscript{188} compared to the published G-L ($\tilde{\nu}_m = 22$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}, $\Gamma_G = 20$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}, $\Gamma_L = 110$ cm\textsuperscript{-1})\textsuperscript{164} and B777 densities. The G-L from ref 164 has a different lineshape compared to the others due to an improper contribution attributed to the pseudo-PSB in the ΔFLN data; however, this function cannot be used in calculations due to the lack of a well-defined $E_\lambda$ (see inset). Using a lognormal fit to the G-L parameters above, as opposed to fitting ΔFLN data, for simultaneous calculations of various optical spectra results in site energies that are $\sim 30$ cm\textsuperscript{-1} higher than those published recently\textsuperscript{188} (data not shown). Thus, the precise shape of the spectral density is needed to obtain reliable site energies from modeling studies. The
lognormal and B777 calculated single-site spectra compared to the experimental data is shown in frame B of Figure 2.3. For CP29, both the lognormal and B777 functions fit the experimental data very well.

![Figure 2.3](image)

**Figure 2.3** Frame A: $J(\tilde{\nu})$ curves obtained using the G-L (black, $\tilde{\nu}_m = 22 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $\Gamma_G = 20 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $\Gamma_L = 110 \text{ cm}^{-1}$), lognormal (blue, $\tilde{\nu}_c = 50 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, $\sigma = 0.9$) and B777 (red) functions for CP29. Frame B: Experimental CP29 $\Delta$FLN spectrum (black, $\tilde{\nu}_{ex} = 14620 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) and single-site spectra calculated with lognormal (blue) and B777 (red) $J(\tilde{\nu})$ from frame A. The inset shows the integral of $\tilde{\nu}J(\tilde{\nu})$ ($S = 0.5$) for the corresponding curves.

A small pigment-protein complex that is neither bound to the thylakoid membrane nor directly involved in photosynthesis, WSCP of higher plants is a tetramer binding Chl $a$ or Chl $b$. $\Delta$FLN data for CaWSCP have shown that $J(\tilde{\nu})$ has three distinct bands that contribute to the PSB, which are suggested to arise from delocalized vibrations that correspond to the protein tetramer, dimer and monomer. Figure 2.4 shows the fit of the single-site spectrum calculated using the lognormal distribution with the experimental $\Delta$FLN data for CaWSCP. To account for the detail available for WSCP, the lognormal $J(\tilde{\nu})$ used is a sum of three functions with parameters reported in Table 2.1. Also shown in Figure 2.4 is the published B777 function, which has been applied to WSCP in calculations of optical spectra. The B777 density is qualitatively similar to the
ΔFLN signal in peak position and width; however, it cannot reproduce the multiple peaks seen in experiment, meaning it will underestimate the contribution from phonon modes at certain peak positions (i.e., 24 and 88 cm\(^{-1}\) for Chl \(a\), and 82 cm\(^{-1}\) for Chl \(b\)). The B777 parameters also overestimate \(E_\lambda\) by ~20 cm\(^{-1}\), as seen in the insets of Figure 2.4.

**Figure 2.4** Frame A: experimental Chl \(a\)-CaWSCP ΔFLN spectrum (black, \(\tilde{\nu}_{ex} = 14596\) cm\(^{-1}\))\(^{165}\) and single-site spectra calculated with lognormal (blue) and B777 (red) functions. Frame B: experimental Chl \(b\)-CaWSCP ΔFLN spectrum (black, \(\tilde{\nu}_{ex} = 15006\) cm\(^{-1}\))\(^{165}\) and single-site spectra calculated with lognormal (blue) and B777 (red) functions. For the three term lognormal curves, parameters are listed in Table 2.1. Inset of each frame shows the integral of \(\tilde{\nu}J(\tilde{\nu})\) (\(S = 0.81\) and 0.85 for Chl \(a\) and Chl \(b\), respectively) for the corresponding curves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chl (a)</th>
<th>(\tilde{\nu}_c) (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(\sigma)</th>
<th>(S_i)</th>
<th>Chl (b)</th>
<th>(\tilde{\nu}_c) (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(\sigma)</th>
<th>(S_i)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(S_i\) is the relative contribution of each term to the total integrated area, which is 0.81 and 0.85 for Chl \(a\) and Chl \(b\), respectively.\(^{165}\)
A comparison of Ohmic-type curves with the experimentally determined lognormal $J(\bar{\nu})$ for FMO is shown in Figure 2.5. Curves 1–4 are obtained from eq 2.9 with $\alpha = 0.5, 1, 2$ and 3, respectively; while the dashed curve is the lognormal $J(\bar{\nu})$ used to calculate the single-site spectrum in Figure 2.1. Frames A and B show $\bar{\nu}^2 J(\bar{\nu})$ and $J(\bar{\nu})$ for the parameters above, respectively. In frame A, all curves are normalized to the peak position and it is clear that the discrepancies between different Ohmic curves are greater on the high-frequency side of the peak position. However, all curves in frame A display the same qualitative shape. When one compares the corresponding $J(\bar{\nu})$ curves (frame B), it becomes evident that only Super-Ohmic ($\alpha > 3$) curves display the same qualitative shape as $J(\bar{\nu})$ derived from AFN data. Even though the super-Ohmic ($\alpha = 2$) curve converges at zero frequency ($S$ has a finite value), the curve poorly describes the experimental $J(\bar{\nu})$ and $\bar{\nu}^2 J(\bar{\nu})$ curves. The nonzero phonon contribution at zero frequency will also introduce broadening effects to the ZPL.$^{171}$

**Figure 2.5** Frame A: curve 1–4 are normalized Ohmic-type functions (eq 2.9) obtained for the following parameters: (1) $\alpha = 0.5$, $\bar{\nu}_c = 124$ cm$^{-1}$; (2) $\alpha = 1$, $\bar{\nu}_c = 62$ cm$^{-1}$; (3) $\alpha = 2$, $\bar{\nu}_c = 31$ cm$^{-1}$; (4) $\alpha = 3$, $\bar{\nu}_c = 20.7$ cm$^{-1}$. The dashed curve is the FMO lognormal $J(\bar{\nu})$, multiplied by $\bar{\nu}^2$. Frame B: corresponding $J(\bar{\nu})$, i.e., the curves in frame A divided by $\bar{\nu}^2$. 
A comparison of both Ohmic ($\alpha = 1$) and OBO curves, using parameters published previously for FMO, to the lognormal curve is shown in Figure 2.6. The $\tilde{v}_c$ values for the Ohmic curves are $50, 100$ and $150$ cm$^{-1}$ for curves 1–3, respectively (frame A). The $\gamma$ values for the OBO $J(\tilde{v})$ curves are $32, 53$ and $106$ cm$^{-1}$ (which correspond to $\gamma^{-1}$ values of 166, 100 and 50 fs), respectively (frame B). Note that Ohmic and OBO curves with $\tilde{v}_c$ and $\gamma \sim 50$ cm$^{-1}$ match the peak position of the lognormal curve fairly well (see also curve 2 in Figure 2.5A). However, the corresponding $J(\tilde{v})$ functions diverge at zero frequency and $S$ is undefined; as seen in Figure 2.5 for the Ohmic function. For both the Ohmic and OBO functions, the peak position and width are dependent upon the same parameter ($\tilde{v}_c$ and $\gamma$, respectively), i.e., as the peak position increases in frequency the curve broadens. Thus, if the peak position is not matched, then the resulting curves are too broad and high frequency modes are improperly weighted. This is truer of the OBO function than of the Ohmic, due to the OBO function having a slow Lorentzian decay.

**Figure 2.6** Frame A: normalized curves for the Ohmic ($\alpha = 1$) function. Curves 1–3 were obtained with $\tilde{v}_c$ values of 50, 100 and 150 cm$^{-1}$, respectively (see eq 2.9). Frame B: normalized curves defined by eq 2.7 for the OBO function. Curves 1–3 were obtained with $\gamma$ values of 32, 53 and 106 cm$^{-1}$ (which correspond to $\gamma^{-1}$ values of 166, 100 and 50 fs), respectively. In each frame, the dashed curve is the FMO lognormal $J(\tilde{v})$, multiplied by $\tilde{v}^2$. 
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2.3. Concluding Remarks

We have demonstrated that many shapes of the commonly used spectral densities, especially the OBO (or Drude-Lorentz) and Ohmic $J(\bar{\nu})$, are qualitatively wrong in comparison to experiment. The B777 $J(\bar{\nu})$ (with a qualitatively reasonable shape) can only be used if its parameters can be adjusted to fit experimental $\Delta$FLN spectra. We have shown that experimentally measured $J(\bar{\nu})$ of FMO, the CP29 antenna complex of PSII and WSCP can be well described using the proposed lognormal function. Based on the examples discussed above, it is clear that the shape of $J(\bar{\nu})$ strongly depends on the pigment-protein complex. This is not surprising; as the interaction of the vibrations with different environments will vary from system to system (it is the protein environment that adjusts the pigment site energies). Pigment binding to the protein scaffolding may also affect frequency and intensity of existing chromophore vibrations. This could lead to frequency shifts or suppression of certain backbone motions by formation of additional bonds to the protein environment; the latter was illustrated by $\Delta$FLN spectra obtained recently for WSCP.165 Thus, the functional form of $J(\bar{\nu})$ is very important for further refinement of various theoretical models describing the spectral lineshape and, in particular, population dynamics in photosynthetic complexes.108,116,168,173 We suggest that the G-L $J(\bar{\nu})$ used in modeling of HB spectra should be replaced with the lognormal function or B777 (with adjusted parameters), which provide a more physically realistic fit of the high-energy side of experimental spectral densities. The absence of the long Lorentzian tail in the lognormal function eliminates problems associated with continuously increasing $E_\Delta$, which is not well defined since the integral does not converge for the Lorentzian. The lognormal form also solves problems with the zero frequency behavior of the constant damping BO $J(\bar{\nu})$, which contradicts experiment. We anticipate that the $J(\bar{\nu})$ function
proposed in this work (see eq 2.10) will be successfully tested in theoretical modeling of both time- and frequency-domain data.

Despite the central role that the spectral density plays in excitonic dynamics and energy relaxation, a thorough general understanding of how specific spectral density features influence dynamics is still lacking. Here we only note that very recently it has been demonstrated that electronic coherence and fast thermalization depend sensitively on the continuum part of the spectral density;\textsuperscript{183} therefore it is critical to use functions that properly describe the experimental \( J(\tilde{\nu}) \). In modeling of 2DES data obtained for photosynthetic complexes, both parts of the spectral density, i.e., \( C_0''(\tilde{\nu}) \) and \( C_{\text{ vib}}''(\tilde{\nu}) \), need to be considered,\textsuperscript{172} as coherent excitonic dynamics may assist coupling to selected modes that channel energy to preferential sites in the complex.\textsuperscript{174} The effect of various spectral densities on the calculated 2DES spectra, in particular on the extent of long-lasting and purely electronic, electronic/vibronic, or vibronic coherence has been discussed in ref 172. Thus, we conclude that experimentally determined \( J(\tilde{\nu}) \) must be used in modeling studies of a particular protein complex, as its shape is very important in the proper description of bath relaxation dynamics associated with the exciton transfer process. For example, careful modeling of the continuous part of the \( J(\tilde{\nu}) \) toward zero frequency is essential for the prevalence of coherence in molecular networks because it determines the pure dephasing rate.\textsuperscript{183}
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Abstract

The FMO complex from the GSB *C. tepidum* was studied with respect to its stability. We provide a critical assessment of published and recently measured optical spectra. FMO complexes were found to destabilize over time producing spectral shifts, with destabilized samples having significantly higher HB efficiencies; indicating a remodeled protein energy landscape. Observed correlated peak shifts near 825 and 815 nm suggest possible correlated (protein) fluctuations. It is proposed that the value of 35 cm$^{-1}$ widely used for $E_\lambda$, which has important implications for the contributions to the coherence rate,$^{183}$ in various modeling studies of 2DES is overestimated. We demonstrate that the value of $E_\lambda$ is most likely 15 to 22 cm$^{-1}$ and suggest that spectra reported in the literature (often measured on different FMO samples) exhibit varied peak positions due to different purification/isolation procedures or destabilization effects.
3.1 Introduction

GSB contain a BChl a binding antenna complex called the FMO protein.\textsuperscript{27–29} FMO connects the chlorosome to the RC in the cytoplasmic membrane and functionally forms a bridge to transfer excitation energy. The structure of FMO from \textit{C. tepidum} has been determined by X-ray diffraction to be a trimer with C\textsubscript{3}-symmetry containing seven BChl a pigments per monomer.\textsuperscript{36} A more recent model of the crystal structure includes an eighth pigment in a similar binding pocket as observed for \textit{Pr. aestuarii},\textsuperscript{39} while mass spectrometry data revealed BChl a 8 in \textit{C. tepidum} with partial occupancy.\textsuperscript{40} Currently, only a single monomer is taken into account in simulations of optical spectra and, due to an assumed low occupancy or absence in isolated complexes, the eighth pigment is often neglected.\textsuperscript{108,116,195} Even so, different sets of electronic site energies used in theoretical studies lead to differences in the reported transfer dynamics,\textsuperscript{108,116,195} which may cause additional suppression or enhancement of oscillations (i.e., long-lived quantum coherences). This work will address differences arising in FMO sample preparations that, at least in part, contribute to the vast amount of site energies available and the absence of a consensus about the excitonic structure in the literature.

To study stability and intactness of various FMO samples from \textit{C. tepidum} we use absorption, emission, and HB spectroscopies. HB relies on differences observed in the absorption spectrum of a low-temperature system after narrow-band laser excitation. In general, if a pigment molecule (in resonance with the laser) undergoes a photochemical reaction, it ceases to absorb at its original wavelength/frequency and one speaks of PHB. In the case of NPHB the pigment molecule does not undergo a chemical reaction, but its immediate environment experiences some rearrangement; for more details see refs 96 and 196. Both PHB and NPHB result in the formation of persistent holes, meaning the holes are preserved after the initial excitation is turned off, as long
as low temperature is maintained. In either case, the HB spectrum is obtained as the difference between the measured absorption spectrum before and after laser excitation. Both resonant and nonresonant holes can be obtained. In this work we focus on nonresonant (persistent) holes formed by downward energy relaxation along the “excitonic energy ladder” within the trimer; such holes reveal the shape of the lowest energy excitonic state from which emission occurs. A theoretical description of the excitonic structure of the entire trimer and EET processes will be discussed elsewhere.

### 3.2 Materials and Methods

FMO complexes were prepared as described previously with a 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer and stored in a freezer (< 0°C). A glass-forming solution of glycerol and ethylene glycol (55:45 v/v) was added to all samples. OD825 was 0.2 to 0.4 for all samples. Details about the experimental setup were described elsewhere. Briefly, absorption and HB spectra were measured by a Bruker HR125 Fourier transform spectrometer. For all absorption and HB spectra a spectral resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\) was used. Fluorescence spectra were collected, with a resolution of 0.1 nm, by a Princeton Instruments Acton SP-2300 spectrograph equipped with a back-illuminated CCD camera (PI Acton Spec10, 1340 × 400). The laser source (\(\lambda = 496.5\) nm) for fluorescence and (nonresonant) HB spectra was produced by a Coherent Innova 200 argon ion laser. Laser power was set by a continuously adjustable neutral density filter. Experiments were performed at 5 K inside either a Janis 8-DT Super Vari-Temp liquid helium cryostat or an Oxford Instruments Optistat CF2 cryostat. Sample temperature was read and controlled with a Lakeshore Cryotronic model 330 or Mercury iTC temperature controller for the former and latter cryostats, respectively.
3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1. Absorption and Hole Burned spectra

An adequate theoretical description of the excitonic structure and EET dynamics in FMO complexes requires data obtained for intact protein complexes. However, the band positions (and peak intensity distribution) of low-temperature optical spectra of FMO from *C. tepidum* reported in the literature vary\(^{116,163,200}\) although the changes were admittedly rather small (\(\Delta \lambda \leq 1\) nm). The latter, however, does not mean that small shifts of the electronic transitions do not affect the dynamics of the studied protein system, e.g., the HB yield. For consistency, the three resolvable peaks will be referred to by the peak positions of the most redshifted spectrum: 826 nm, 816 nm and 805 nm peaks. It was observed that some peaks in the absorption spectra shifted continuously over time, even though samples were kept in a freezer and in the absence of light. That is, peak positions shifted to higher frequency with time. However, it was also found that some fresh samples had blueshifted absorption peaks; indicating that the peak position also depends on the sample preparation procedures. These data present a constraint on the interpretation of FMO optical spectra and their underlying electronic structure.

To illustrate this problem, we present low-temperature (5 K) absorption, fluorescence and HB spectra obtained for intact samples, whose 826 nm band positions are compared with data obtained for destabilized samples and previously reported results. As an example, Figure 3.1A shows absorption and nonresonant HB spectra for samples measured in 2009 (curve a) and 2012 (curve b). After one year the sample measured in 2009 had a shifted absorption spectrum similar to the fresh 2012 sample shown in Figure 3.1A. Thus, the FMO samples can destabilize over time or by preparation procedures but either way results in similar blueshifted absorption spectra. The observed blueshift in the \(Q_y\) absorption region from the 2009 sample (curve a) to the 2012 sample
(curve b in Figure 3.1A) is ~ 1 nm (15 cm⁻¹) for both the 826 and 816 nm peaks, which indicates the changes are occurring mainly to the two lowest energy absorption bands, as shown by the difference spectrum (c = b – a; red curve). Based on excitonic calculations reported previously,¹⁰⁸,¹¹⁶,¹⁹⁵,²⁰⁰ this spectral region is mostly contributed to by the two lowest energy excitonic states (vide infra), with some contribution from the third highest state also.

Figure 3.1 Frame A: curves a and b correspond to the absorption spectra obtained for FMO samples measured in 2009 and 2012, respectively. The difference between spectra is shown as curve c (c = b – a). Curves a’ and b’ are the saturated nonresonant HB spectra (λ₉ = 496.5 nm) obtained for curves a and b, respectively. The spectra are normalized to the low-energy band/hole. Frame B: the two 825 nm bands for FMO samples shown above (curves a and b) as well as an absorption band measured in 2010 (curve c). The vertical lines mark the peak position of 825 nm bands reported in the literature (see text for details).

The lowest energy bands in the nonresonant holes shown in Figure 3.1 (curves a’ and b’) correspond to the lowest energy trap states of the FMO samples represented by absorption spectra a and b, respectively, since the NPHB rate is much smaller than both fluorescence and EET rates. Therefore, the shape of the “nonresonant hole origin” is nearly identical to the shape of the
The higher energy bands observed in spectra a’ and b’ in Figure 3.1A are due to modified excitonic interactions when HB occurs in the lowest energy state of the excitonically coupled system. However, to explain the shape of emission and nonresonant HB spectra of FMO complexes, a downward uncorrelated EET between FMO trimer subunits has to be taken into account; however, this, as well as the description of the excitonic structure of the entire FMO trimer, is beyond the scope of this manuscript and will be discussed elsewhere.

Frame B in Figure 3.1 shows the low-energy bands of FMO (C. tepidum) samples measured at different times compared to peak positions reported in the literature (see the vertical lines, which mark the peak positions of 826 nm bands reported in the literature, i.e., 825.5 nm, 824.7 nm and 825.2 nm for lines a’–c’, respectively). Clearly, the experimental curves from this work accurately approximate the range of 826 nm band positions reported in the literature. The similar shifts of both the 826 and 816 nm bands indicate the possibility of spatially correlated environmental fluctuations. From excitonic calculations, the pigments contributing to these two bands are BChl a 3–5 and 7, all of which are likely influenced by the motions of the protein α helix 5. Also, molecular dynamics simulations have shown correlations between the dipole couplings $V_{45}$ and $V_{57}$ (where $V_{mn}$ is the coupling constant between pigments $m$ and $n$). A correlation of energy shifts could contribute to a short dephasing time and subsequent oscillations between the low-energy exciton states 1 and 2.

For nonresonant HB spectra shown in Figure 3.2, a burn frequency of 496.5 nm is used, and the lowest energy hole corresponds to the lowest exciton state. Figure 3.2 shows the development of holes under increasing fluence ($f = I t_B$; where $I$ is laser intensity and $t_B$ is burn time) until saturation for samples measured in 2009 and 2012 (see Figure 3.1, curves a and b, respectively). The lowest energy hole position for the most intact FMO sample is 827.4 nm. The
HB spectra in Figure 3.2A are redshifted relative to the position of the corresponding steady-state absorption bands due to the presence of a relatively slow EET between the lowest energy states (mostly localized on BChl a 3) of the monomers of the trimer.201

The destabilized FMO (2012 sample) has blueshifted holes, and in contrast to data shown in Figure 3.2 (frame A) the hole position (at 826.1 nm for low fluence, shallow hole) shifts to the blue as a function of fluence. That is, in this case the hole position is fluence dependent. This shift (~0.4 nm, relative to the low fluence hole) indicates that the blueshifted absorption spectrum is likely a mixture of intact and destabilized FMO complexes. A blueshift also occurs in the 816 nm hole, but is half (0.2 nm) that of the low-energy hole. Thus, the overall blueshift of both saturated holes (deepest holes of the 816 and 826 nm bands, curve a') is 1.7 nm when compared to the saturated hole positions of the 2009 sample (curve a, Figure 3.2A); showing, as did its corresponding absorption spectrum, a conserved shift between these two states. The latter suggests that more efficient bleaching occurs in the destabilized FMO sample. Since the intact FMO sample (measured in 2009) does not show any noticeable shift in the position of the low-energy hole over the course of burning, this suggests that the preparation is free of destabilized complexes. Interestingly, an absorption band at 826 nm has been observed in the FMO–RC complex and attributed solely to FMO absorption204 in agreement with our observations. In the FMO–RC preparations, pigments contributing to the lowest energy band (i.e., mainly BChl a 3) should not be destabilized due to binding of the RC. As such, this supports our assignment that intact complexes have a low-energy absorption band near 826 nm.
Figure 3.2 Absorption spectra and fluence dependent nonresonant HB spectra obtained with a burn wavelength ($\lambda_B$) of 496.5 nm. Dashed lines are included to guide the eye along the evolving hole position. Frame A: spectra for intact samples. Saturated hole (curve a) is located at 827.4 nm and all HB spectra are multiplied by 40. Frame B: spectra for destabilized samples. Saturated hole (curve a') is located at 825.7 nm and HB spectra are multiplied by 4.

To measure the HB efficiency of a system, the percent hole depth (defined for a specific wavelength as the ratio of absorbance change due to HB and original “preburn” absorbance) versus fluence is plotted for each hole burned. The resulting plot for three FMO samples with slightly different 826 nm band positions is shown in Figure 3.3. The destabilized sample (with the most blueshifted absorption spectrum) exhibits the largest relative HB efficiency; an effect that has also been reported previously for mixtures of CP47 photosynthetic complexes. This change in HB efficiency clearly indicates modified protein landscape tiers that are directly probed by HB spectroscopy. Thus, it cannot be excluded that the theoretical description of experimental data generated for FMO samples with contributions from destabilized proteins could also lead to a slightly modified excitonic structure and, in particular, modified EET dynamics. It appears that even though the sample measured in 2010 (from a different batch) has a blueshifted 826 nm band,
the HB efficiency would indicate that this sample is still mainly contributed to by intact FMO complexes. Thus the observed differences in shifts may not only be caused by destabilization but also by slightly different pH values, which are difficult to control. That is, it cannot be excluded that the net protein charge near low-energy pigments could change, leading to modified hydrophobic interactions; see also data shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4.

**Figure 3.3** Percent hole depth plotted as a function of fluence (J cm\(^{-2}\)). Blue diamonds correspond to the most intact FMO complex, while red squares and green triangles represent complexes measured in 2010 and 2012, respectively.

To assess the contributions of intact and destabilized complexes measured for samples from the same batch, a simple spectral subtraction method was used. The analysis of the absorption (curve b) and HB spectrum (curve b’) measured in 2012, shown in Figure 3.4, suggests possible contributions from intact (curve a) and destabilized (curve c) FMO proteins. The spectra measured in 2009 represent intact samples, while curves c = b – a and c’ = b’ – a’ were obtained by subtraction after the corresponding spectra were normalized at the low-energy side of the 826 nm band. Curve c’ shows the destabilized complexes are the main contributors to the saturated hole, as suggested above, being consistent with the much higher HB yield observed for blueshifted samples. We did
not attempt to deconvolve emission spectra, as the fluorescence quantum efficiency of intact and destabilized complexes is unknown.

**Figure 3.4** Frame A: 825 nm bands for 2009 measured sample (intact sample; curve a) and sample measured in 2012 (destabilized preparation; curve b) normalized at the low-energy absorption wing. Curve c corresponds to the difference spectrum \(c = b - a\), assigned as the absorption of destabilized proteins. Frame B: saturated nonresonant holes \(\lambda_B = 496.5\) nm for the 2009 (curve a’) and 2012 (curve b’) samples normalized at the low-energy side of the nonresonant hole. Curve c’ is the difference spectrum \(c' = b' - a'\) assigned to the bleach from destabilized complexes. Note the significant difference in HB efficiency.

It is not clear, however, by what mechanism this destabilization occurs, especially that similar blueshifts in peak position of the 826 nm band have been produced by oxidation with potassium ferricyanide and reduction with sodium dithionite (data not shown). Similar effects, though more pronounced due to higher concentrations, to those reported by Bina and Blankenship\textsuperscript{207} were observed in the 5 K lowest energy absorption. That is, the band shifts to 824.7 nm after the sample is treated with potassium ferricyanide; the same wavelength as the most destabilized sample found in both our data and the literature absorption spectra.\textsuperscript{200,208} Another possible mechanism, as eluded to above, includes changes to pH of the Tris-HCl buffer solution.
3.3.2. Reorganization and Site Energies

Figure 3.5 shows that the low-energy absorption and emission peaks measured in 2009 (frame A) and 2012 (frame B) shift by the same amount (~1 nm), which leads to conservation of the Stokes shift, and subsequently, $E_\Delta$. For weak el-ph coupling, $E_\Delta$ can be approximated as half of the Stokes shift, leading to a $E_\Delta$ of ~11 cm$^{-1}$ from the experimental Stokes shift of ~22 cm$^{-1}$. The value of $E_\Delta$ appears to be independent of sample age/preparation; however, comparing spectra from different batches, experiments and/or laboratories can lead to overestimated values of $E_\Delta$. This is illustrated in frame C of Figure 3.5 where the absorption spectrum (curve 2 from frame B) is plotted with the emission spectrum (curve 2 from frame A). This proves that comparison of spectra from different experiments can lead to incorrect conclusions about $E_\Delta$. Therefore, care must be taken to assess the quality of samples when comparing data.

![Figure 3.5](image)

**Figure 3.5** Frame A: absorption (curve a) and emission (curve b) spectra obtained for the intact (2009) sample. Frame B: absorption (curve a’) and emission (curve b’) obtained for the destabilized (2012) sample. In both frame the Stokes shift is conserved (see main text for details). Frame C: absorption (curve a’) and emission (curve b) from frames A and B, showing that a comparison of spectra from different experiments leads to an incorrect $E_\Delta$ value.
Regarding the value of $E_\lambda$, we note that this parameter can also be calculated from the spectral density (i.e., the weighted one-phonon profile) as

$$E_\lambda = \int_0^\infty \tilde{\nu} J(\tilde{\nu}) \, d\tilde{\nu}$$

(3.1)

However, the values can be highly dependent on the functional choice of the spectral density and scale linearly with $S$, which for various FMO complexes ranges from 0.3 to 0.5 in the literature.\textsuperscript{108,163,210,211} For completeness, Figure 3.6 shows the experimental $\Delta$FLN spectrum\textsuperscript{163} compared to the single-site spectrum calculated using a lognormal spectral density.\textsuperscript{209} From this spectral density and eq 3.1 $E_\lambda$ ranges from 14.6 to 24.3 cm$^{-1}$ for $S = 0.3$–0.5. In a similar manner, the shape of the spectral density can be roughly approximated from fits of the pseudo-PSBH found in resonant HB spectra. Calculating $E_\lambda$ from simplistic fits to the pseudo-PSBH of FMO (data not shown) leads to values of 18.0–30.0 cm$^{-1}$ for the same $S$ values as above. All of the above suggests that the true value of $E_\lambda$ is likely somewhere in the range of 15 to 25 cm$^{-1}$. While the experimental value derived from the Stokes shift is likely underestimated, it appears the often-used value of 35 cm$^{-1}$ (e.g., in refs 116, 194, 212 and 213) is overestimated. This value was derived from fitting a partly destabilized absorption spectrum (lowest energy band of 825.2 nm) using an Ohmic spectral density. It should be noted that often when the OBO spectral density is used, the definition for $E_\lambda$ includes a $\pi$ term; meaning the values calculated in this work should be divided by $\pi$ in order to be directly comparable.
Many sets of site energies listed in the literature are found from fits of optical spectra (ref 29 and references therein), although some attempts have been made to elucidate site energies from calculations based on the crystal structure.\textsuperscript{85,108,136} While comparisons would be easily accomplished if the entire absorption spectra shifted in concert, as seen in Figure 3.1 this is not the case as the 805 nm band, contributed to by several pigments, never appears to shift. Thus, not all sets of site energies are directly comparable even based on absorption spectra alone. However, as seen in Figure 3.5, comparison of absorption and emission spectra measured in different experiments (and/or for samples) can also lead to erroneous conclusions.

Regarding site energies of FMO pigments, the values of Adolphs and Renger\textsuperscript{108} are often used when simulating 2DES cross peak oscillations\textsuperscript{214,215} and exciton populations.\textsuperscript{194,216} The site energies, specifically for \textit{C. tepidum}, were derived from fits to the linear optical spectra of Vulto et al.,\textsuperscript{200} the absorption of which has a very blueshifted 826 nm band (824.7 nm). These parameters
cannot fit all of the spectra presented in this work, i.e., absorption for samples measured in 2009 and 2010. As mentioned above, the calculated absorption spectrum from which \( E_\lambda = 35 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) was derived\(^{16} \) also had a blueshifted absorption peak and this sample was most likely a mixture of intact and destabilized samples, possibly exhibiting modified excitonic structure and EET dynamics. In fact, none of the published site energies for FMO (\textit{C. tepidum}) can describe simultaneously absorption, emission, CD, LD, and transient HB spectra, suggesting that proper site energies have not been established as yet.

### 3.4 Conclusions

Based on our data, the low-energy absorption bands near 825 and 815 nm reported in the literature\(^{116,163,200} \) likely correspond to partly destabilized samples, which, if used in excitonic calculations, could lead to different parameter sets that should not be directly comparable to each other; that is, each set of site energies is dependent on sample preparation. Conserved shifts between absorption bands at 826 and 816 nm point towards correlated effects caused by the protein environment. Such effects have been shown theoretically to decrease the transfer rate to the lowest energy state and preserve coherence.\(^{217,218} \) Besides discrepancies in \( E_\lambda \) values used in the modeling of optical spectra for FMO (\textit{C. tepidum}), the apparent peak shifts can also lead to a range of pigment site energies, which are important input parameters into energy transfer and lineshape calculations for excitonically coupled systems. Consideration of the sample preparation procedures when modeling optical spectra of FMO is critical for correct interpretation of the excitonic structure for both isolated proteins and complexes in vivo.
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Abstract

The nature of the low-energy 825 nm band of the FMO protein complex from *C. tepidum* at 5 K is discussed. It is shown, using hole-burning spectroscopy and excitonic calculations, that the 825 nm absorption band of the FMO trimer cannot be explained by a single electronic transition or overlap of electronic transitions of non-interacting pigments. To explain the shape of emission and nonresonant HB spectra, downward uncorrelated EET between trimer subunits should be taken into account. Modeling studies reveal the presence of three sub-bands within the 825 nm band, in agreement with nonresonant HB and emission spectra. We argue that after light induced coherences vanish, uncorrelated EET between the lowest exciton levels of each monomer takes place. HB induced spectral shifts provide a new insight on the energy landscape of the FMO protein.
4.1 Introduction

The FMO protein of GSB is a long studied pigment-protein complex which funnels energy from the chlorosome to the RC.\textsuperscript{27–29} This complex continues to be of great interest due to observed quantum effects, which were suggested to be responsible for the very high efficiency of EET in photosynthetic antenna complexes.\textsuperscript{43,44} Until recently it was believed that each monomer of the FMO trimer binds seven BChl \textit{a} molecules. Recently X-ray diffraction and mass spectrometry data have confirmed the presence of an additional pigment (BChl \textit{a} 8) located at the monomer connection regions with partial occupancy.\textsuperscript{35,37,40} While there are multiple assignments of pigment site energies in the literature, it is well accepted that BChl \textit{a} 3 and 4 contribute mostly to the lowest excitonic state in each monomer.\textsuperscript{116,195,200,217}

There is a remarkable amount of experimental and theoretical papers related to the topic of excitonic structure of FMO, its vibrational environment, and the origin of measured\textsuperscript{43,44} and simulated\textsuperscript{108,116,194,219,220} long-lived quantum coherences. However, usually only the monomer is taken into account in simulations of excitonic structure,\textsuperscript{203} energy transfer pathways\textsuperscript{221–224} and non-Markovian noise correlation effects.\textsuperscript{225} This is in spite of a number of previously published experimental data obtained by HB spectroscopy,\textsuperscript{210,226} ΔFLN,\textsuperscript{163,227} pump-probe spectroscopy,\textsuperscript{228–230} photon echo experiments\textsuperscript{231} and triplet minus singlet (T–S) measurements,\textsuperscript{232} as well as theoretical modeling,\textsuperscript{233} which all suggested the possibility of intermonomer energy transfer in FMO proteins. Additionally, a very recent study considered three identical SDFs for the 825 nm band. In this simple model it was assumed that the three states are localized on BChl \textit{a} 3 only. The results also suggested that EET should be taken into account to explain the shapes of both resonant and nonresonant HB spectra.\textsuperscript{131} In this work, using a model that incorporates excitonic interactions, we further challenge the present consensus\textsuperscript{29,203} that the low-energy 825 nm
band can be properly described by a single excitonic state. We focus on the nature of the lowest energy absorption band of FMO complexes from *C. tepidum* which remains controversial.

The above mentioned consensus is due to the fact that most authors in recent years have argued that the intersubunit coupling between BChl *a* 3 is too weak to warrant consideration for the entire trimer. However, Förster theory\textsuperscript{110,111} predicts that energy transfer on the order of picoseconds is possible even for very weak (*|V|* < 5 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) electronic coupling between chromophores. The coupling constant between BChl *a* 3 and 4 (the lowest energy pigments within a monomer) is \( \text{--53.5 cm}^{-1} \), when calculated from the crystal structure (PDB ID: 3ENI)\textsuperscript{35} using the TrEsp method\textsuperscript{87} and assuming a Q\textsubscript{y} transition dipole strength of 25.2 D\textsuperscript{2} (effective dipole strength includes the influence of the dielectric constant). In this case the coupling between BChl *a* 3 pigments and BChl *a* 4 pigments located in various monomers is \( \text{--2.5 and 2.5 cm}^{-1} \), respectively. It has been previously proposed that the three bands underlying the 825 nm absorption band may correspond to three transitions shifted by 20 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{234} This model has not been accepted, as one would have to assume different site energies for each monomer, an unlikely scenario. In addition, the Monte Carlo simulations did not provide downward EET rates consistent with the resonant HB spectra.\textsuperscript{234} In contrast, we propose that the average site energies of BChls in each monomer are the same, but disorder causes the energies to vary between the three monomers of the trimer.
Figure 4.1 Frame A: structure of the FMO trimer showing the orientation of BCHl a pigments. BCHl a 3, 4 and 8 are colored blue, red and orange, respectively. Frame B: resonant HB spectra burned within the 825 nm band. Spectra a–d were obtained with $\lambda_B = 828.3$, 826.5, 825.0 and 823.0 nm, respectively, and are shifted for clarity. The dashed and solid arrows mark the real- and pseudo-PSBHs, respectively, while the red arrow indicates (as an example) the intense ZPH for curve c. The grey curve is the absorption band.

4.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.1 shows the 825 nm absorption band (grey curve) and four resonant NPHB spectra obtained for $\lambda_B = 828.3$, 826.5, 825.0 and 823.0 nm, curves a–d, respectively. All holes were obtained with a fluence of 120 J cm$^{-2}$; the percent hole depths of curves a–d are 65.0%, 66.7%, 59.5% and 47.4%, respectively. Although the resolution of these resonant holes is 1 cm$^{-1}$, we purposely burned deeper holes to demonstrate the presence of EET between subunits. Therefore, the widths of our ZPHs are power broadened. However, high-resolution (shallow) holes (using low fluence; hole depth < 10%) were reported elsewhere, where the estimated lifetimes of the $Q_y$ states also indicated downward EET. The shapes of the entire HB spectra in Figure 4.1 (curves a–d) also indicate the presence of downward energy transfer between FMO monomers.
That is, low-energy satellite hole features are significantly more enhanced than would be warranted if EET was not present.

The narrow deepest holes are the resonant ZPHs coincident with $\lambda_B$, with pseudo- and real-PSBHs located $\sim22$ cm$^{-1}$ to the red and the blue, respectively. A similar phonon frequency of 22 cm$^{-1}$ was observed by Matsuzaki et al.$^{226}$ in FMO complexes from Pr. aestuarii. The spectra in Figure 4.1 clearly establish the existence of EET in that the bleaching to the lower energies with respect to the ZPHs is indicative of energy acceptors, not purely the pseudo-PSBHs as would be expected if the band was composed of a single exciton state. Thus, the pseudo-PSBHs are not well resolved in spectra b–d due to a broad contribution from downward EET, as pigments in different sub-SDFs, as discussed below, are burned due to direct transfer from the highest energy pigment subpopulation to the lowest energy subpopulation. That is, assuming the 825 nm band is composed of a single exciton state (no intraband EET and weak el-ph coupling), the pseudo-PSBH of curve d would be much narrower. Thus, our data indicates the presence of intermonomer EET. Therefore, in contrast to ref 234, where it was assumed that the 825 nm band is contributed to by three equi-spaced states (20 cm$^{-1}$) with widths of 50 cm$^{-1}$, we propose a model with identical SDFs for each monomer (not equi-spaced sub-bands) in which downward energy transfer between identical trimer subunits is taken into account.

More specifically, we suggest that not only the whole trimer has to be considered in simulations of optical spectra, but the presence of uncorrelated EET between the FMO monomers must be considered to explain both resonant and nonresonant HB spectra. Due to disorder and EET between BChl $a$ 3 pigments (and in part BChl $a$ 4 molecules, which have a small probability be the lowest energy pigments) in the three monomers, one sub-band of the 825 nm band should correspond to the lowest energy pigments in the trimer (that cannot transfer energy), with the
second sub-band (shifted blue) corresponding to pigments that serve as an acceptor and donor, and
the last sub-band corresponding to the highest energy pigments that efficiently transfer energy to
the two lower energy acceptors (the two lowest energy subpopulations of BChls) within the trimer.
Throughout this work we refer to these sub-bands (and pigments contributing to them) as sub-
bands 1, 2 and 3; with band 1 being lowest in energy and band 3 being highest in energy. Thus,
we assume that due to uncorrelated EET between subunits the excitation energy can be transferred
to either one of the energy acceptors and the process is competitive. This, as mentioned above,
should lead to three sub-SDFs within the 825 nm absorption band, as illustrated below.

Regarding HB, pigments in resonance with narrow-band laser excitation may undergo a
reaction (PHB) or experience rearrangement of the local environment (NPHB). These changes
are reflected in HB spectra, which are the difference between absorption spectra measured before
and after laser excitation. The resulting holes are persistent, meaning the holes are only removed
by raising the temperature of the sample. For nonresonant HB, persistent holes are formed after
energy relaxation to the lowest exciton states and the holes reflect the shape of the emitting state.
Thus, in FMO, the pigments contributing to sub-band 1 will be burned first, as HB yield depends
on the excited state lifetime. However, a partial bleaching of sub-band 2 cannot be entirely
excluded. That is, some bleaching of higher-energy pigments occurs because their HB yield is
small but not zero; and once some sub-band 1 pigments experience NPHB, pigments that used to
contribute to sub-band 2 become lowest-energy, and their HB yield increases.
Table 4.1. Hamiltonian for reduced structural model of FMO from *C. tepidum*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BChl a</th>
<th>3A</th>
<th>4A</th>
<th>3B</th>
<th>4B</th>
<th>3C</th>
<th>4C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>12 155</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>12 245</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>12 155</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>12 245</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3C</td>
<td>12 155</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C</td>
<td>12 245</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Site energies and dipole coupling matrix elements are in units of cm$^{-1}$. BChl $a$ 3 and 4 pigments from different monomers are designated as A, B and C.

In modeling of absorption, emission, and HB spectra we assume that the lowest states of all three monomers have the same SDFs. To fit the 825 nm exciton band, emission band and low-energy hole, a reduced structural model is used (i.e., a trimer of BChl $a$ 3 and 4 pigments) as, based on our calculations for the entire trimer$^{235}$ (see Chapter 5) and literature data,$^{116,195,200,217}$ BChl $a$ 3 mostly contributes to the lowest energy exciton with minor contributions from BChl $a$ 4. Our excitonic modeling studies of various optical spectra revealed that the site energies for BChl $a$ 3 and 4 are 12 155 and 12 245 cm$^{-1}$, respectively; with an inhomogeneous broadening (FWHM) of 90 cm$^{-1}$. The site energies apply to the structural model used in this work, as the site energy for BChl $a$ 4 may change slightly when interactions with other pigments are included. The Hamiltonian used for the reduced structural trimer model of FMO is shown in Table 4.1. BChl $a$ 3 and 4 pigments from different monomers are designated as A, B and C. For monomer calculations (i.e., no intermonomer EET present), see Figure 4.2B, in order to fit the 825 nm absorption band the site energies of both pigments were redshifted by 5 cm$^{-1}$. The solid (black) spectra in Figure 4.2 correspond to the experimental absorption, emission and the persistent nonresonant HB spectra, all obtained for *C. tepidum*. The corresponding noisy red (frame A) and blue (frame B) curves are the calculated spectra with and without EET between monomer subunits,
respectively. Intramonomer interactions were modeled using Redfield theory,\textsuperscript{100,101} with Förster energy transfer occurring between lowest energy molecules of various monomers.

\textbf{Figure 4.2} Frame A: Calculated (red) absorption, emission and HB ($\lambda_B = 496.5$ nm; fluence $= 468$ J cm$^{-2}$; hole depth at 827 nm $= 3.6\%$) spectra for a trimer model with EET compared to experiment (black). Grey curves are the calculated exciton states. Frame B: Spectra calculated assuming no EET between monomers (blue) compared to experiment (black). The grey dashed curve is the calculated HB spectrum assuming no 60 cm$^{-1}$ shift after burning. HB spectra are offset for clarity.

The importance of lifetime broadening (using the Redfield theory) was already demonstrated by modeling of HB spectra for various model dimers with weak el-ph coupling ($S < 1$).\textsuperscript{141} Though for stronger el-ph coupling strength ($S > 1$), different lineshape theories must be employed, as suggested in refs 236, 237 and 239, the Redfield approach is an appropriate approximation for systems with low el-ph coupling strength, i.e., for modeling various optical spectra of FMO complexes. In order to address the nature of the 825 nm band of FMO complexes we applied a combination of Redfield and Förster theories to FMO complexes, simultaneously modeling absorption, emission, and nonresonant HB spectra taking into account the uncorrelated
EET between FMO monomers. That is, the exciton energies and lineshapes (including lifetime broadening) were modeled with Redfield theory as described previously,\textsuperscript{99,141} while energy transfer rates between the lowest energy pigments of each monomer were calculated using the Förster theory.\textsuperscript{110,111}

We used the spectral density for \textit{C. tepidum} FMO from ref 209 which critically assessed the widely used spectral density functions. The above parameters were used in calculations of absorption, emission, and HB spectra; which are calculated for 50 000 complexes using a Monte-Carlo approach, with site energies chosen randomly according to the SDF. $S$ factor of 0.4 was used and the effective $S$ value (due to a small amount of delocalization) for the lowest excitonic state is 0.3, in agreement with previous ΔFLN data measured on the low-energy side of the 825 nm band.\textsuperscript{163} $E_\lambda$ for the lowest energy state is about 12 to 14 cm$^{-1}$, in agreement with our experimental data,\textsuperscript{240} and not 35 cm$^{-1}$ as widely used in the theoretical calculations.\textsuperscript{116,194,212,213} The monomer calculations (frame B) cannot account for the positions of nonresonant holes or the emission spectrum, which is also too broad. The grey dashed curve in frame B is the calculated HB spectrum assuming no 60 cm$^{-1}$ shift of the antihole (vide infra). While the hole positions are now more correct compared to experiment, the depth of the high-energy hole (~817 nm) is too large. Thus, the focus is placed on calculations assuming EET between monomer subunits, which explain the experimental optical spectra more convincingly. The calculated emission (frame A) is slightly redshifted due to the assumption that only the lowest state emits. However, the experimental emission spectrum could also possess a small contribution from a fraction of pigments contributing to sub-band 2, because for small coupling and, for example, EET on the order of 100 ps, sub-band 2 could also emit directly, albeit with reduced probability, even if sub-band 1 is not bleached.
The grey curves in frame A of Figure 4.2 represent the calculated excitonic states, with the three grey sub-bands of the 825 nm absorption band (curves 1–3) corresponding to sub-bands 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The peak positions of these sub-bands are 827.2, 825.6 and 823.8 nm. The calculated nonresonant HB spectrum, as expected, is a result of NPHB of the lowest energy state of FMO, whose shift results in redistribution of oscillator strength at various wavelengths. The agreement with experimental data suggests that BChl a 3 and 4 are indeed the main pigments contributing to the lowest energy exciton state, in agreement with refs 116, 195, 200 and 217. Modeling studies revealed that BChl a 5 and 7 do not contribute to the lowest energy band/hole, as these pigments have negligible excitonic interaction with BChl a 3. The best fit of the nonresonant hole in frame A was obtained assuming a 60 cm\(^{-1}\) blueshift of postburn site energies; that is, after burning the site energy is shifted, on average, by 60 cm\(^{-1}\) to higher energy (see Figure 4.2).

Regarding the shape of the resonant HB spectra (see Figure 4.1), it is well known\(^ {96,241}\) that the antihole (for low-dose HB spectra) is not uniformly distributed over the whole absorption band, rather it is typically distributed over the much narrower range both to the blue and to the red (by \(~10\) cm\(^{-1}\)) of the ZPH, though larger blueshifts are also observed.\(^ {96}\) The latter indicates the presence of different tiers in the protein energy landscape. For example, data shown in Figure 4.1 show that the antihole absorption is peaked at about 5–10 cm\(^{-1}\) to the blue and to the red of \(\lambda_B\). Interestingly, the higher dose nonresonant HB spectrum shown in Figure 4.2 shows a larger average shift (\(~60\) cm\(^{-1}\)) of the antihole with respect to the main bleach. Similar behavior was observed for B800 BChl a molecules in the LH2 antenna complex of *Rhodopseudomonas acidophila*.\(^ {241}\) Thus HB spectroscopy provides averaged magnitudes of light-induced spectral shifts, most likely probing two different tiers of the protein energy landscape. Similar ranges of
spectral shifts were directly observed by a single photosynthetic complex study for B800 BChl $a$ in *Rhodospirillum molischianum*.$^{242}$ The latter paper also discusses possible origins of various spectral shifts within the tiers of the potential energy hyper surface of a protein.

Figure 4.3 shows the contribution to the 825 nm absorption band (curve a) from pigments 3 (curve b) and 4 (curve c). Curves $b'$ and $c'$ illustrate their contribution to the nonresonant hole (curve $a'$). The sum of spectra $b'$ and $c'$ provides the calculated hole (red curve) shown in Figure 4.2 (frame A). The lowest energy excitonic state (with a maximum near 827.2 nm) has a relative oscillator strength of $\sim 0.86$ BChl $a$, with largest contributions from BChl $a$ 3 (80%). The delocalization length (inverse participation ratio) of the lowest excitonic state (sub-band 1) is 1.5. However, in our reduced structural trimer model we have six excitonic states labeled as 1–6 in Figure 4.2A; thus, the oscillator strength for the remaining five exciton states in the BChl $a$ 3/BChl $a$ 4 trimer (i.e., three monomer subunits with the above mentioned two pigments) are: 0.81, 0.67, 1.40, 1.15, and 1.06. We hasten to add that excitons 4–6 (in our reduced FMO model) are mostly contributed to by BChl $a$ 4 ($\sim 80\%$) and BChl $a$ 3 ($\sim 20\%$), though in calculated spectra for the entire trimer the second exciton state is also in part contributed to by pigments 5 and 7 (see Chapter 5). Since only pigments 3 and 4 contribute to the 825 nm absorption band, our reduced structural model suffices to properly describe the 825 nm absorption, emission, and nonresonant HB spectra.
Figure 4.3 Spectra a and a′ (black curves) are the absorption and nonresonant spectra ($\lambda_B = 496.5$ nm). Spectra b/b′ and c/c′ represent the contributions from BChl a 3 and 4, respectively. The corresponding occupation numbers for BChl a 3 and 4 to the 825 nm absorption band are 80% and 20%, respectively.

Figure 4.4 shows distributions of the relaxation times for sub-band 2 (frame A) and sub-band 3 (frame B) pigments, calculated with Förster theory for $V_{33} = -2.5$ cm$^{-1}$. The lowest energy pigment of each monomer is assumed to be BChl a 3. While the average relaxation time for sub-band 2 (positioned at 825.6 nm) is 70.0 ps, the distribution peaks at 32 ps. Likewise, the average and peak times for sub-band 3 are 41.3 and 20 ps, respectively. The average relaxation times assuming the lowest energy pigment in one monomer of the trimer is BChl a 4 are 26.4 and 20.3 ps for sub-bands 2 and 3, respectively (data not shown). Recall that BChl a 4 contributes only 20% to the lowest energy band. It should be noted that in general Redfield theory predicts faster transfer rates (data not shown), as mentioned in ref 237. Previously reported experimental (high-resolution) resonant holes burned at $\lambda_B = 822.8/824.8$ nm (in *Pr. aestuarii*) and 823.0/825.0 nm...
(in *C. tepidum*) suggested the presence of downward energy transfer in the 825 nm absorption band. In those papers, the observed average relaxation time of 37 ps, i.e., EET time obtained from $\lambda_B = 823.0$ nm, is in reasonable agreement with our finding (vide supra), in particular, when the distribution of EET times is taken into account. However, based on our data it is difficult to estimate the average relaxation time for the middle of the 825 nm band (i.e., $\lambda_B = 825.0$ nm), as at this wavelength there are contributions from sub-bands 2 and 3, as well as the trap states that do not transfer energy (i.e., sub-band 1). The 37 ps component was also found in the kinetic measurements for FMO complexes (*Pr. aestuarii*) and was attributed to energy transfer between subunits of the FMO trimer, in agreement with our data. The previously observed time-dependent redshift of the FMO emission spectrum, where the $\sim$30 ps time constant was related to energy transfer in the protein trimer between monomer subunits is also consistent with our model. Finally, studies focused on slower processes taking place in FMO complexes, both at room and 77 K temperatures, found that a complete spectral equilibration in FMO proteins occurs in about 26 ps, which again is likely due to equilibration within the trimer caused by the uncorrelated EET discussed above.
**Figure 4.4** Distributions of Förster transfer times for pigments contributing to sub-band 2 (frame A) and sub-band 3 (frame B). Obtained for $V_{33} = -2.5 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (i.e., for the coupling between BChl $a$ 3 pigments located in various monomers). The probabilities are normalized over 50,000 iterations (i.e., the sum of all probabilities is 1).

### 4.3 Conclusions

In summary, as argued above, the HB spectra and modeling studies, along with previously reported data,$^{163,210,226-232}$ clearly indicate the existence of EET within the lowest absorption band of the FMO complex. Thus, in contrast to the presently accepted consensus$^{29,203}$ (suggested that only one monomer can be used to describe linear optical spectra), we conclude that each trimer has three identical (degenerate) SDFs from the three monomers connected by Förster EET. Therefore, the 825 nm band in the FMO protein cannot be explained for by a single electronic transition. That is, for the very weak el-ph coupling observed ($S \sim 0.3$),$^{163}$ the broad and structured holes in Figure 4.1 cannot be explained by standard EET-free HB theory.$^{96}$ Also, the dependence of $S$ across the 825 nm band observed in refs 163 and 227 is consistent with uncorrelated EET between monomers of the FMO trimer. Finally, our findings are also consistent with the shapes of
the vibronically excited FLN spectra (data not shown for brevity), in which only very weak ZPLs were superimposed on a broad fluorescence origin band, clearly supporting the EET within the FMO trimer.

We have demonstrated, using HB spectroscopy, that the 825 nm absorption band of the FMO trimer cannot be explained by a single electronic transition. To explain the shape of emission and nonresonant HB spectra, downward uncorrelated EET between trimer subunits should be taken into account. Of course uncorrelated EET between monomers is preceded by downward energy relaxation along the “excitonic energy ladder” in each monomer on a femtosecond time scale.\(^{41,244}\) We propose that after light induced coherences vanish, uncorrelated EET between the lowest by exciton levels of each monomer takes place due to static structural inhomogeneity in the trimer leading to equilibration within the trimer that takes several tens of picoseconds.
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Abstract

The FMO trimer (composed of identical subunits) from the GSB C. tepidum is an important protein model system to study exciton dynamics and EET in photosynthetic complexes. In addition, FMO is a popular model for excitonic calculations, with many theoretical parameter sets reported describing different linear and nonlinear optical spectra. Due to fast exciton relaxation within each subunit, intermonomer EET results predominantly from the lowest energy exciton states (contributed to by BChl a 3 and 4). Using experimentally determined shapes for the spectral densities, simulated optical spectra are obtained for the entire FMO trimer. Simultaneous fits of low-temperature absorption, fluorescence and HB spectra place constraints on the determined pigment site energies; providing a new Hamiltonian that should be further tested to improve modeling of 2DES data and our understanding of coherent and dissipation effects in this important protein complex.
5.1 Introduction

The FMO protein complex is found mainly in GSB and facilitates EET from light-harvesting chlorosomes to the RC. It was the first pigment–protein complex to have the crystal structure determined and X-ray crystallography data for FMO from several GSB are available, which reveal very similar features for FMO of C. tepidum, Pr. aestuarii and Pl. phaeum. That is, FMO is a homotrimer with each monomer binding seven to eight BChl a pigments enclosed in a series of β sheets. The existence of BChl a 8 was discovered more recently and its occupancy in isolated complexes is known to vary.

The wealth of crystallography data on FMO is particularly appealing for structure-based calculations. Recent studies have been undertaken to calculate pigment site energies based solely on Chl conformations using quantum chemical and optimization approaches. While such atomistic studies represent important advances in structure-based modeling, the reported energies (and ordering) for FMO cannot explain experimental data as of yet. However, such studies reveal that site energies critically depend on the protein binding pocket and pigment conformations. Therefore, at this point the best approach for elucidating site energies is simultaneous calculations of optical spectra using an optimization algorithm (vide infra).

Much of the interest in FMO is due to the results of pump-probe and 2DES measurements, where quantum beats were observed in the 19 K polarized pump-probe signal and 2D maps at 77 K and room temperature. The relaxation of localized and delocalized states can be treated by Förster and Redfield theories, respectively. Since photosynthetic complexes often fall within an intermediate regime between the two limits of weak and strong coupling, various other theoretical methods have been proposed, often with FMO as a model system. For example, modified Redfield, correlated driving-dissipation equation, zeroth order
functional expansion master equation,\textsuperscript{173,213} equation-of-motion phase-matching,\textsuperscript{248} hierarchical equations-of-motion,\textsuperscript{183–185,194} and numerical path integral\textsuperscript{216,249} approaches have been applied in the interpretation of population dynamics and coherent oscillations involved in EET within FMO.

While fast timescale kinetics (on the order of femtoseconds) can be described with only intramonomer exciton relaxation, intermonomer EET is important when considering steady-state and frequency-domain spectra, e.g., fluorescence and HB spectra.\textsuperscript{201} In order to generate the most physically realistic Hamiltonian possible, as many constraints need to be placed on the fitting process as possible. That is, the entire trimer has to be taken into account in order to properly describe various optical spectra simultaneously.\textsuperscript{131,201} For example, linear absorption spectra have been shown to differ for various FMO complexes reported in the literature,\textsuperscript{240} suggesting that site energies generated from simulations of only absorption spectra can vary for different samples or laboratories.

In this work, Redfield theory is applied in order to generate an optimized Hamiltonian for the FMO trimer from \textit{C. tepidum}. Since the intermonomer dipole coupling is weak, Generalized Förster theory\textsuperscript{114,115} is used to describe three excitonic domains (corresponding to the pigments bound by each protein subunit). That is, exciton delocalization is restricted to a single domain and interdomain EET between lowest energy excitons of each domain is described by the Förster rate equation.\textsuperscript{111,112} However, BChl \textit{a} 8 is included in the domain of the neighboring protein monomer, as this pigment has a larger intermonomer coupling constant with BChl \textit{a} 1 of the adjacent subunit than any intramonomer couplings.

\textbf{5.2 Theory}

Simulated spectra are calculated following Generalized Förster theory,\textsuperscript{114,115} with exciton lineshapes and relaxation within excitonic domains described by a non-Markovian density matrix
Exciton delocalization is restricted to three distinct domains with each domain corresponding to the pigments bound by a protein subunit (with the exception for BChl $a_8$ mentioned above). BChl $a$ atomic coordinates are taken from the X-ray structure (PDB ID: 3ENI) and included full occupancy of BChl $a_8$. Electronic coupling constants are calculated using the TrEsp method with an effective transition dipole strength $|\mu|^2 = 25.2$ D$^2$ (which includes contributions of the relative dielectric of the medium).

The spectral density (weighted one-phonon profile) is assumed to be a lognormal distribution. For the lowest energy state, the spectral density shape is determined from $\Delta$FLN data, with $\tilde{\nu}_c = 38$ cm$^{-1}$, $\sigma = 0.7$, and $S = 0.4$, where $\tilde{\nu}_c$, $\sigma$ and $S$ correspond to the cutoff frequency, standard deviation, and Huang-Rhys factor, respectively. For higher energy pigments, a broader spectral density shape is used, i.e., $\tilde{\nu}_c = 45$ cm$^{-1}$, $\sigma = 0.85$ (vide infra). In addition, BChl $a$ ground state vibrational modes determined from the $\Delta$FLN spectrum were included in the lineshape ($S_{vib} = 0.4$).

The FWHM of inhomogeneous broadening for BChl $a_3$ (75 cm$^{-1}$) is constrained by the width of the 825 nm absorption and fluorescence (0,0)-bands. All other BChl $a$ have FWHM of 125 cm$^{-1}$, in order to better fit the high-energy absorption features. Pigment site energies are adjusted to provide simultaneous fits to absorption, fluorescence and persistent nonresonant HB spectra. In order to optimize the fits to experimental data, a Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm was utilized to search the solution space and minimize the root-mean-square deviation

$$\text{RMSD} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i^{\text{theo}} - y_i^{\text{exp}})^2}{N}},$$

where $N$ is the total number of compared points.
HB spectra were best fit assuming a 60 cm\(^{-1}\) blueshift of the post-burn site energy distributions,\(^{131,201}\) suggesting that the main energy tier in the FMO protein energy landscape is about 60 cm\(^{-1}\). The spectral contributions of BChl \(a\) pigments to the absorption spectrum can be calculated according to\(^{108}\)

\[
d_m(\tilde{\nu}) = \tilde{\nu} \langle \sum_M |c_{mM}|^2 D_M(\tilde{\nu}) \rangle_{\text{dis}},
\]

where \(D_M(\tilde{\nu})\) is the lineshape of exciton state \(M\), \(|c_{mM}|^2\) is the contribution number (squared eigenvector coefficient) of site \(m\) to state \(M\), and \(\langle \cdots \rangle_{\text{dis}}\) indicates disorder averaging. The contribution numbers also define the delocalization length (inverse participation ratio) by

\[
L_M = \frac{1}{\sum_M |c_{mM}|^4}.
\]

### 5.3. Results and Discussion

Structure-based calculations and simultaneous fits of absorption, fluorescence and persistent nonresonant (\(\lambda_B = 496.5\) nm) HB spectra, including uncorrelated EET between monomers, provides a method of elucidating BChl \(a\) site energies (Table 5.1). The shape of the HB spectra was independent of laser fluence used (i.e., no shift of the lowest energy bleach was observed), indicating that this FMO sample was intact and not a mixture of intact and destabilized proteins (for details see ref 240). Figure 5.1 shows the results of simulated absorption (curves \(a'\)), fluorescence (curve \(b'\)) and nonresonant HB (curve \(c'\)) spectra using the Hamiltonian presented in Table 5.1 compared to the respective experimental data (curves \(a–c\)). The lowest energy absorption (12 110 cm\(^{-1}\)) and fluorescence (12 086 cm\(^{-1}\)) bands, in addition to the lowest energy hole, are well-fit by considering the entire FMO trimer, as shown previously for a simplified model consisting of only BChl \(a\) 3 and 4.\(^{131,201}\) In addition, only \(E_\lambda \sim 15\) cm\(^{-1}\) can describe the small Stokes shift\(^{240}\) and fit the narrow absorption band at 12 110 cm\(^{-1}\) (due to weaker coupling to
phonon modes). For a qualitative comparison of simulated T–S, CD and LD spectra with experimental data from the literature, see Figures B.1 and B.2, as well as discussion, in Appendix B.

The “type 2” absorption spectrum of *C. tepidum* (where the 12 430 cm$^{-1}$ peak is more intense than the 12 260 cm$^{-1}$ peak$^{35,208,251}$) is reproduced and the intensity of the 12 260 cm$^{-1}$ peak is found to be critically dependent on the energy values of pigments strongly coupled to BChl $a_4$ (i.e., BChls 3, 5 and 7). Oscillator strength can be redistributed between BChl $a_4$ and BChl $a_3$, 5 and 7; suggesting that BChl $a_4$ plays an important role in the FMO absorption differences between species of GSB. Note that in this work the $Q_y$ region is well-fit with 3 BChl $a_8$ per trimer. However, this assignment could be lower as mass spectrometry results indicate both detergent- and sodium carbonate-extracted FMO complexes have on average 2–3 BChl $a_8$ per complex.$^{40}$ An occupancy of ~80%, is a more likely scenario, but determining the exact spectroscopic contribution of BChl $a_8$ is beyond the scope of this work.

![Figure 5.1](image)

**Figure 5.1** 5 K experimental$^{240}$ (black) and simulated (red) absorption (a/a'), emission (b/b') and nonresonant HB (c/c') spectra.
As reported recently, simulated fits for absorption, fluorescence and nonresonant HB spectra may not lead to a unique parameter set. Specifically, different models of static and dynamic disorder were able to describe the experimental data of CP47 well. For the FMO simulations in this work, two additional parameters sets were used to describe the data in Figure 5.1: assuming all pigments have the same spectral density and $S$ but variable inhomogeneous width; and all pigments have the same spectral density and inhomogeneous width but $S = 2.2$ for all BChl $a$ except BChl $a_3$. However, the former and latter models failed to accurately describe exciton population dynamics and temperature-dependent absorption (see Figures B.3 and B.4 in Appendix B). In order to overcome the issues with the above-mentioned models, the fits shown in Figure 5.1 assume that the spectral density has a different shape for BChl $a_3$ (determined from $\Delta$FLNS$^{209}$) compared to all other BChl $a$. Since the coupling to phonons differs for BChl $a_3$, its inhomogeneous width is also allowed to vary from that of the other pigments. As shown below, this model is able to more accurately describe various experimental data.

The pigment spectral contributions are shown in Figure 5.2. In agreement with the current consensus,$^{29,197,253}$ BChl $a_3$ is the most redshifted pigment and contributes ~85% to the lowest energy exciton state, while BChl $a_4$ contributes (~50%) mainly to the second exciton state at ~12 260 cm$^{-1}$ (see Table 5.2). As BChl $a_6$ is located near the baseplate,$^{197}$ it has the highest site energy and is the main contributor to the highest energy exciton state; with minor contribution from BChl $a_5$. Note that a higher site energy of BChl $a_5$ is consistent with its position with respect to $\alpha$ helices 4 and 5.$^{35,136}$ The positive ends of the $\alpha$ helix dipoles are in the vicinity of the positive region of the $Q_y$ transition dipole (near $N_D$) of BChl $a_5$, potentially raising the pigment site energy.
Table 5.1 Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian for the FMO trimer in the site representation*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCHl a</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12405</td>
<td>–87</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>–5.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>–14</td>
<td>–6.1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12505</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12150</td>
<td>–54</td>
<td>–0.2</td>
<td>–7.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12300</td>
<td>–62</td>
<td>–16</td>
<td>–51</td>
<td>–1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12470</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12575</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>–7.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12375</td>
<td>–9.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All values in units of cm$^{-1}$

It is possible that the site energy of BCHl a 5 differs in other species of GSB; that is, as mentioned previously, the intensity of the low-temperature absorption band at 12 260 cm$^{-1}$ was found to be sensitive to the site energy of pigments strongly coupled to BCHl a 4. For example, as reported in Table 5.1 $|V_{45}| = 60$ cm$^{-1}$, which is the second largest off-diagonal element in the Hamiltonian. Thus, a different energy gap between BCHl a 4 and 5 will have a significant impact on the shape of the absorption spectrum. In addition, while the local protein environment of most binding sites is highly conserved among species, there are differences near the binding site of BCHl a 5 in C. tepidum$^{35,38}$ which could result in a significant change in the site energy. Note that changes in the site energy of BCHl a 7 could have similar effects, although the binding site is very homologous between various GSB species.$^{35,38}$
Table 5.2 Contribution numbers ($|c_{mM}|^2$) of sites $m$ for states $M$ from a simultaneous fit of spectra shown in Figure 5.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_M$</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to its relatively recent discovery and seemingly partial occupancy, BChl $a$ 8 has gained much interest into its occupancy in isolated versus in vivo FMO complexes and its role in EET. Since a small occupancy was predicted based on electron density of the X-ray structure and the suggestions that BChl $a$ 8 may be removed from the protein by detergent or polyethelyne glycol, many studies neglect its presence by assuming only a negligible amount remains after protein purification. However, Wen et al. showed that significant populations of BChl $a$ 8 exist in various isolated FMO samples from $C. tepidum$ in both detergent- and sodium carbonate-extracted samples. While theoretical studies often assign BChl $a$ 8 a very blueshifted site energy $(12600–12700 \text{ cm}^{-1})$, a spectral position of $\sim 806 \text{ nm} (12407 \text{ cm}^{-1})$ was proposed based on absorption changes induced by chemical oxidation at 77 and 293 K. Below we report on the 5 K oxidation of FMO by potassium ferricyanide and compare to the spectral contribution of BChl $a$ 8 from Redfield calculations.
Figure 5.2 BChl $a$ contributions to absorption ($d_m(\tilde{\nu})$) calculated with eq 5.2.

Figure 5.3 shows a comparison of two absorption spectra for FMO; chemically neutral (curve a) and oxidized (curve b). The oxidized sample had a concentration of $\sim$2 M ferricyanide, which was much larger than used in the previous study. The difference curve (c) indicates that a small population of the low-energy BChl $a$ 3 and 4 pigments are oxidized, but the main feature is the bleach at 12420 cm$^{-1}$. Bina and Blankenship proposed that BChl $a$ 8 should be preferentially oxidized due to its location at the interface of two protein subunits and, similar to Figure 5.3, observed the largest bleach $\sim$12400 cm$^{-1}$. The green curve in Figure 5.3 is the spectral contribution from Figure 5.2 for BChl $a$ 8 inverted and scaled for comparison. The distribution matches the bleach at 12420 cm$^{-1}$ quite well and suggests that BChl $a$ 8 contributes to the most intense 12430 cm$^{-1}$ band in *C. tepidum*. The relative absorption changes in the 12420 cm$^{-1}$ region indicate that curve b represents $\sim$30% oxidation of the BChl $a$ 8 population (assumed to be 3 per protein trimer). In this case, it is unlikely that BChl $a$ 8 plays a role in the intensity of the
12 260 cm\(^{-1}\) absorption peak,\(^{35}\) as a \(Q_y\) energy shift of \(-200\) cm\(^{-1}\) for BChl \(a\) due to the coordination state of the central magnesium ion is unlikely.\(^{137}\) Based on extensive model simulations, the difference between types 1 and 2 absorption spectra for FMO of various GSB results from differing interactions of BChl \(a\) 4 with nearby pigments (vide supra).

**Figure 5.3** Absorption spectra for FMO in neutral (curve a) and oxidizing (curve b) conditions, i.e., after the addition of potassium ferricyanide. The red curve \(c = b - a\). The green curve labeled 8 is the inverted and scaled BChl \(a\) 8 spectral contribution from Figure 5.2 with a peak position of 12 422 cm\(^{-1}\).

Calculated Redfield rate constants for intramonomer exciton relaxation are shown in Table 5.3. Redfield EET occurs between two states whose energy difference matches some phonon frequency of the bath.\(^{100,101}\) Thus, the rates depend on the spectral density used in calculations. Therefore, we emphasize that the spectral density shape must be experimentally established for the particular pigment–protein complex under study (e.g., in this work FMO). Only then can a reliable rate matrix be used to calculate exciton population dynamics (see Table 5.3). In ref 209 it was shown that the lognormal distribution for FMO (after multiplying by \(\nu^2\)) can be compared to
an Ohmic function with parameters from ref 116. The Ohmic parameters were determined by fitting 2D photon echo spectra (with $E_\lambda = 35 \text{ cm}^{-1}$), but should not be used in calculations as the Ohmic function cannot properly describe the PSB. However, the lognormal spectral density used in this work for high-energy pigments ($E_\lambda \sim 25 \text{ cm}^{-1}$) is capable of describing both the absorption lineshape and exciton population dynamics; although $E_\lambda \sim 15–20 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ is necessary to describe the lowest energy state.

**Table 5.3 Rate constant matrix (ps⁻¹)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−1.7</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
<td>−1.7</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>−1.5</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
<td>−1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4 shows the exciton population dynamics determined from Table 5.3. The initial populations are calculated assuming excitation by a 50 fs laser pulse at 12 626 cm⁻¹.¹⁰⁸,¹¹⁶ States 6, 7 and 8 have the largest initial populations, with the lowest energy state 1 having negligible initial population. By 5 ps the population of state 1 is approximately 70% via relaxation from state 2 ($k_{21} = 1.7 \text{ ps}^{-1}$). As reported previously,¹⁰⁸,¹¹⁶ state 3 decays rather slowly due to the small spatial overlap with exciton states 1 and 2.¹¹⁶ The relative populations in Figure 5.4 are consistent with experimental data, which observed relaxation to the lowest energy state within 1–10 ps.²⁴⁴,²⁵⁴,²⁵⁵
Figure 5.4 Exciton population dynamics after initial excitation by a 50 fs laser pulse (12 626 cm\(^{-1}\)).\(^{108,116}\) The initial populations are normalized to one. The inset shows the dynamics of the fast-decaying, high-energy state in the first 0.5 ps.

The temperature dependence in Redfield calculations is solely due to the shape of the spectral density and strength of \(S\).\(^{99}\) As noted above and in Appendix B, a large value of \(S\) cannot explain temperature-dependent absorption spectra of FMO; consistent with previous studies.\(^{108,163,211}\) Temperature-dependent absorption spectra, calculated with the parameters of Table 5.1, are shown in Figure 5.5. The temperature range was chosen such that additional effects due to crossing the glass transition (150–200 K),\(^{256,257}\) can be ignored. A comparison of frames A and B shows that the parameters used in this work are capable of describing the temperature dependence, as the three main absorption bands are still resolved even at 150 K.
In regards to the photosystem of GSB, Figure 5.6 shows the energy levels of FMO calculated in this work compared to the 5 K fluorescence spectrum of the chlorosome–baseplate complex of *C. tepidum*. The FMO absorption covers the region from 12100 to 12600 cm\(^{-1}\) and exhibits spectral overlap with both the chlorosome and baseplate (BChl \(a\)–CsmA) fluorescence bands. The baseplate, which is spatially close to BChl \(a\) 1 and 6, has an emission band coinciding with the spectral position of the lowest energy states of FMO. However, at room temperature this fluorescence band broadens significantly and shifts to \(\sim 12430\) cm\(^{-1}\), which increases spectral overlap with the higher energy exciton levels. This increased spectral overlap can promote more efficient EET, as incoherent hopping is distance dependent and BChl \(a\) 6 and 8 have been proposed as excitation entrances to FMO due to their close proximity with the baseplate. Such an arrangement is consistent with the “downhill energy funnel” model of FMO. Although the exact structure of the chlorosome–baseplate–FMO–RC (including BChl \(a\) distances and orientations) is
not known, recent studies have reported that within 10 ps 60–70% of the exciton transfers from
the chlorosome to FMO via the baseplate,\textsuperscript{258} while FMO → RC EET is on the order of hundreds
of ps.\textsuperscript{259}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{Figure5.6.png}
\caption{Energy levels of the eight BChl \textit{a} site energies and 24 exciton states. The spectrum is
the experimental fluorescence for the chlorosome–baseplate system,\textsuperscript{26} with horizontal grey bars
indicating the maxima of the ZPH action spectra for the chlorosome\textsuperscript{260} and baseplate\textsuperscript{26} pigments.}
\end{figure}

5.4 Conclusions

The present study (see also Appendix B) has shown that the whole trimer, and presence of
uncorrelated EET between monomers of the trimer, must be considered to explain various linear
optical spectra. The pigment site energies elucidated from simultaneous fits of 5 K absorption,
fluorescence and persistent nonresonant HB spectra are also consistent with previously reported
exciton population dynamics revealed by time-domain spectra.\textsuperscript{244,254,255} BChl \textit{a} 8 contributes to the
absorption spectrum at \textasciitilde12 420 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. This assignment contrasts the high energy values previously
proposed by theoretical considerations,\textsuperscript{167,220} but is consistent with experimental data for oxidized
FMO reported in this work and ref 207. More detailed experimental studies (including studies of
different FMO mutants) are needed to provide additional evidence about the spectral contribution of BChl \( a \) 8 to optical spectra.

A more accurate description of the site-dependent el-ph coupling is of interest, as dynamics and extracted site energies critically depend on the shape of the spectral density. In this work, a minimum of two spectral density shapes were necessary in order to describe the exciton population dynamics and temperature-dependent broadening. Even though molecular dynamics simulations can provide information on spectral densities,\textsuperscript{166,261,262} the analytical form needed to extract spectral density shapes form energy gap fluctuations cannot describe the PSB nor define the \( S \) factor.\textsuperscript{209} To date only the spectral density shape of the lowest energy state can be measured experimentally. Thus, more work is needed to extract site-dependent spectral densities from experimental data. In order to further test the Hamiltonian and el-ph coupling parameters proposed in this work, theoretical descriptions of pump-probe and 2DES frequency maps are also needed to provide more insight on the population and coherence dynamics for the FMO complex, in particular on the time evolution of the 2DES rephasing and non-rephasing spectra of the FMO trimer when treated separately (research in progress).
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Abstract

This study describes new recombinant LvWSCP. This complex binds four Chls (i.e., two dimers of Chls) per protein tetramer. We show that absorption, emission, HB spectra and the shape of the ZPH action spectrum are consistent with the presence of uncorrelated EET between two Chl dimers. Thus, there is no need to include slow protein relaxation within the lowest excited state (as suggested in a previous analysis of CaWSCP\textsuperscript{263,264}) in order to explain the large shift observed between the maxima of the ZPH action and emission spectra. Experimental evidence is provided which shows that electron exchange between lowest energy Chls and the protein may occur, i.e., electrons can be trapped at low temperature by nearby aromatic amino acids. The latter explains the shape of nonresonant HB spectra (i.e., the absence of antihole), demonstrating that the HB process in LvWSCP is largely photochemical in nature, though a small contribution from NPHB (in resonant holes) is also observed.
6.1. Introduction

In this work, we focus on the recombinant LvWSCP that was reconstituted with Chl $a$ using a water-in-oil emulsion system. These proteins have the sequence of mature, native LvWSCP without a C-terminal extension, which was cleaved off post-translationally in vivo. This is in contrast to previously studied recombinant CaWSCP, which included, in addition to the C-terminal extension, an N-terminal six-histidine-tag. WSCPs bind Chls with very high affinity and it has been demonstrated that WSCP can extract Chls from the thylakoid membrane. Typically, four Chl molecules are bound within the central hydrophobic protein cavity that is well shielded from the aqueous polar environment. However, the functional importance of WSCP has not been clarified.

WSCPs are divided into two classes, I or II, depending on whether or not the absorption spectrum experiences a redshift after illumination of visible light, respectively. Further, class II proteins can be categorized as class IIa or IIb based upon the binding ration of Chl $a/b$ in native complexes. Class IIa has a higher Chl $a/b$ ratio than total leaf extract, while class IIb has a Chl $a/b$ ratio lower than total leaf extract. LvWSCP (class IIb) is found in Virginia pepperweed and oligomerized preferentially to a tetramer, similar to CaWSCP (class IIa). However, it has been argued in several papers that class IIa protein tetramers bind a smaller number of Chls, e.g., two and one for CaWSCP and WSCP from Brussels sprouts, respectively. Yet, recent spectroscopic evidence suggest that all class II WSCPs bind four Chls per tetramer. Class IIb proteins were shown to bind four Chls per tetramer, and this was verified by the X-ray crystal structure of LvWSCP (PDB ID: 2DRE) that revealed four Chls bound within the core of a homotetrameric protein complex. The crystal structure of the LvWSCP protein complex is shown in Figure 6.1A, with the arrangement of the four Chl $a$ pigments shown in frame B. Based on the X-
ray structure, the Chls are arranged in two “open sandwich” dimers related by nearly exact two-fold symmetry, while the Chls of each dimer have a tilt angle of 27° and a center-to-center distance of 10 Å.\textsuperscript{47}

![Figure 6.1](image)

Figure 6.1 Frame A: Overall structure of the tetrameric LvWSCP. The four monomers are shown in green, blue, purple and grey. The four Chls are shown in orange. Frame B: The geometry of the 1/2 and 3/4 Chl dimers, with the phytol tails truncated for clarity. Both frames are based on the 2 Å resolution crystal structure.\textsuperscript{47}

WSCPs are of great interest for high-resolution spectroscopic and modeling studies, and are being extensively studied, as they contain a small number of pigments that are tightly packed in a hydrophobic cavity at the center of the complex.\textsuperscript{47} Yet, although LvWSCP is structurally well characterized by X-ray crystallography, most if not all of the spectroscopic work has been carried out on CaWSCP. For example, persistent spectral HB at 4.5 K has been used to investigate the excitonic energy level structure and the excited state dynamics of recombinant CaWSCP.\textsuperscript{264} The HB technique relies on differences observed in the absorption spectrum of a low-temperature system after narrow-band laser excitation. If a pigment molecule (in resonance with the laser) undergoes a photochemical reaction, it ceases to absorb at its original wavelength/frequency and
one speaks of PHB. In the case of NPHB, the pigment molecule does not undergo a chemical reaction, but its immediate environment experiences some rearrangement (for details see refs 96 and 124). Both PHB and NPHB result in the formation of persistent holes, meaning the holes are preserved after the initial excitation is turned off, as long as low temperature is maintained. In either case, the HB spectrum is obtained as the difference between the measured absorption spectrum before and after laser excitation. The reported HB spectra were composed of four main features: (1) a narrow ZPH at $\lambda_B$; (2) a number of vibrational ZPHs; (3) a broad low-energy hole at ~683 and ~665 nm for Chl $a$- and Chl $b$-WSCP, respectively; and (4) a second satellite hole at ~673 and ~658 nm for Chl $a$- and Chl $b$-WSCP, respectively. A strongly asymmetric and highly structured PSB with the peak phonon frequency at 24/23 cm$^{-1}$ and shoulders at 48/46 cm$^{-1}$ and 88/82 cm$^{-1}$ has also been observed for Chl $a$/Chl $b$-WSCP. $\Delta$FLN and HB spectroscopies provided quantitative insight into el-ph coupling of excitonically coupled Chl homodimers in recombinant CaWSCP, revealing a moderately weak $S$ of 0.81–0.85 and a rich structure of $S_1 \rightarrow S_0$ vibrational frequencies. Optical spectra have also been provided for Chl $d$-WSCP, and 2DES has been used to probe energy transfer dynamics in LvWSCP.

Previous spectroscopic and modeling studies provided evidence for significant exciton interaction between equivalent Chls in CaWSCP. The crystal structure of LvWSCP was used to model linear absorption and CD spectra, as well as excited state decay times, of CaWSCP reconstituted with Chl $a$ and Chl $b$; assuming that the same binding motif exists in both class IIa and class IIb proteins. The close agreement between theory and experiment indeed suggested that this is the case, i.e., both types of WSCP share a common Chl binding motif, where the opening angle between pigment planes in class IIa should not differ by more than 10° from that of class IIb (observed to be 27° based on X-ray crystallography data). A modeling study
based on fits of linear spectra, taking into account lifetime broadening, vibrational sidebands and static disorder, revealed a tilt angle of 25°–36° between the chlorin ring planes, which was about half of the value suggested previously. However, in the latter work the tilt angle was estimated based on simple exciton theory.

Below we report experimental room-temperature absorption, emission and CD spectra, as well as low-temperature absorption, emission and persistent HB spectra obtained for LwWSCP. The key aim of this work is to explain the nature of various linear optical spectra, including the shapes of nonresonant HB spectra. We argue that HB spectra provide additional insight into excitonic structure and EET of LwWSCP, i.e., on ultrafast relaxation processes between the strongly coupled states within the 1/2 and 3/4 dimers, as well as a possible interdimer energy transfer. The key questions addressed in this work are: (1) Is interdimer energy transfer in LwWSCP reflected in HB spectra and the shape of the ZPH action spectrum?; (2) Do the protein (280 nm) and Chl Qy region (660–670 nm) absorption bands of LwWSCP and CaWSCP reveal a similar ratio of Chl to protein subunit?; and (3) Is it necessary to assume a slow protein relaxation between energetically inequivalent conformational sub-states within the lowest exciton state to explain optical spectra obtained for LwWSCP?

6.2. Materials and Methods

Recombinant Chl a-LwWSCP were prepared using water-in-oil emulsions, as described previously. See Appendix C for the gene sequence of LwWSCP. Details about the measurement setup were described elsewhere. Here, only a brief description is given. A Bruker HR125 Fourier transform spectrometer was used to measure the absorption and HB spectra in the Vis/NIR region. In absorption and nonresonant HB, the resolution was set at 4 cm⁻¹. For resonant HB, spectral resolutions of 0.5 or 1 cm⁻¹ were used. UV spectra were collected by a McPherson 2061
monochrometer with a Princeton Instruments 1024 ICCD camera with a resolution of 2 nm. The fluorescence spectra were collected by a Princeton Instruments Acton SP-2300 spectrograph equipped with a back-illuminated CCD camera (PI Acton Spec-10, 1340 × 400). All emission spectra were obtained with a resolution of 0.1 nm. The laser source for both nonresonant HB and fluorescence was 496.5 nm, produced from a Coherent Innova 200 argon ion laser. In the resonant HB experiments, the tunable wavelengths came from a Coherent CR699 ring dye laser pumped by a Millennia 10s diode-pumped, solid-state laser at 532 nm from Spectra-Physics. With laser dye LD 688 (Exciton), a spectral range of 650 to 720 nm was available with a linewidth of 0.07 cm\(^{-1}\). Power from the ring laser output was stabilized with a Laser Power Controller (Brockton Electro-Optics Corp.), while laser power in the experiments was precisely set by a continuously adjustable neutral density filter. The OD of the sample for the nonresonant and resonant HB was 0.6, while for emission spectra, OD ~ 0.1. All experiments were performed at 4.5 K inside an Oxford Instruments Optistat CF2 or a Janis 8-DT Super Vari-Temp cryostat for Vis/NIR spectra, and a Janis Supertran-VP cryostat for UV spectra. Sample temperature was read and controlled with a Mercury iTC or Lakeshore Cryotronic model 330 temperature controller for the Oxford and Janis cryostats, respectively. Chl \(\alpha\)-LwSCP spectra were recorded at room temperature with the instrumentation described above, as well as with a Jasco V-7200 Spectrophotometer with UV-Vis light in a range from 250 to 800 nm, using a quartz cuvette with a path length of 10 mm. The CD spectra were measured at room temperature with a Jasco J-815 CD Spectrometer in a range from 250 to 750 nm using a quartz cuvette with a path length of 10 mm, scan speed of 100 nm min\(^{-1}\), bandwidth of 4 nm, data pitch of 0.5 nm and response time of 2 s. Data from five consecutive measurements of each sample were averaged.
6.3. Results

6.3.1. Room- and Low-Temperature Optical Spectra

Figure 6.2 shows the room-temperature UV-Vis absorption spectra of LvWSCP and CaWSCP. Although in this work we focus on LvWSCP, the comparison in Figure 6.2 reveals nearly identical ratios of protein absorbance at 280 nm to Chl Q\textsubscript{y} region absorbance (observed for all samples studied). Since it is well established that LvWSCP binds four Chls per protein tetramer,\textsuperscript{47,55,70} the previous implies that both LvWSCP and CaWSCP bind the same number of Chls per protein tetramer,\textsuperscript{70} in contrast to previous reports on CaWSCP binding only two Chls per tetramer.\textsuperscript{57,68,69,189,263} The discrepancy is most likely because previous studies used Chl extraction in order to determine the protein/Chl ratio, which may be biased by the very high Chl binding affinity of WSCPs. The latter could prevent complete extraction of Chls from the protein samples.

However, the asterisk in the inset of Figure 6.2 shows that the absorption bands are not identical. Thus, it is possible that a small subpopulation of Chl could be converted to Chl derivatives, as observed previously in the low-energy Q\textsubscript{y} region for Chl b-CaWSCP.\textsuperscript{165,264} In addition, the room-temperature CaWSCP absorption spectrum in ref 70 shows a more intense shoulder at 660 nm and absorption band at 420 nm than spectrum b. The large blueshift of the LvWSCP Q\textsubscript{y} region absorption bands in comparison with CaWSCP is very intriguing and will be revealed by ongoing mutational studies; however, here we only mention that the above shift could be induced by differences in the amino acid sequences of the two proteins.
Figure 6.2 Spectra a and b correspond to the room-temperature absorption spectra obtained for LvWSCP and CaWSCP, respectively, using a novel water-in-oil emulsion system. The inset shows that the Chl Q_y region absorption spectra of both proteins (when arbitrarily shifted for a direct comparison) are nearly indistinguishable. A small difference on the high-energy side (see asterisk) may indicate potential contribution at ~660 nm from Chl derivatives in CaWSCP.

Figure 6.3 (frame A) shows room-temperature absorption (curve a, with a maximum of ~663 nm), emission (curve b, with the (0,0)-band near 675 nm) and CD (curve c, with the positive band at ~672 nm and a crossing point at ~665 nm) spectra obtained for LvWSCP. The CD spectrum is conservative, i.e., it does not contain any intrinsic negative CD of Chl a which is in agreement with the CD spectra obtained for CaWSCP. Frame B shows typical 4.5 K absorption and fluorescence spectra measured for low-OD samples to avoid reabsorption (OD = 0.1 at the ~663 nm band maximum). Compared with the literature spectra for CaWSCP, all low-temperature spectra of LvWSCP are blueshifted by ~11 nm (250 cm^{-1}). That is, in CaWSCP spectra (data not shown), the main absorption Q_y (0,0)-band (4.5 K) is located at 672.5 nm, while a weaker shoulder is redshifted to about 681 nm.
Figure 6.3 Frame A: LvWSCP room-temperature absorption (curve a, maximum of ~663 nm), emission (curve b, (0,0)-band near 675 nm) and CD (curve c) spectra. Frame B: 4.5 K absorption and fluorescence spectra (OD = 0.1).

6.3.2. Nonresonant and Resonant Hole-Burned Spectra

To characterize the inhomogeneity and excitonic structure of LvWSCP, persistent HB was performed at multiple $\lambda_B$ ranging from 678 to 667 nm across the low-energy absorption band of LvWSCP. Figure 6.4 shows the 4.5 K absorption (curve a) and fluence-dependent, nonresonant HB spectra (curves c–i); where fluence is given by $f = I t_B$, with $I$ and $t_B$ corresponding to laser intensity and burn time, respectively. The Gaussian fit (curve b) illustrates the shape of the SDF; being the spectral envelope of the inverted ZPH action spectrum (sharp spikes). ZPHs are obtained using constant fluence (6 J cm$^{-2}$) with burn depth $< 10\%$ and a read resolution of 0.5 cm$^{-1}$. The hole widths are resolution limited, although for $\lambda_B < 671$ nm the holes are slightly affected by lifetime broadening. Curves c through i are the nonresonant persistent HB spectra obtained with $\lambda_B = 496.5$ nm. Interestingly, there is a lack of antihole (or photoproduct) in the measured spectral range of 500–1000 nm characteristic of a PHB process (vide infra).
Figure 6.4 Frame A: Absorption (curve a), Lorentzian fits to the inverted ZPHs (red, narrow spikes), Gaussian ZPH action spectrum (curve b), and nonresonant HB spectra (curves c–i, $\lambda_B = 496.5$ nm). Holes A and B have minima at 672.7 and 662.3 nm, respectively. Frame B: Percent hole depth versus fluence plot for holes A and B of frame A. The red curve (Hole B*) is the black Hole B curve multiplied by a factor of 2.3, showing that holes A and B burn in concert.

Figure 6.5 shows resonant HB spectra for different $\lambda_B$ (see arrows) in the Q$_{3}$ region. All spectra, in addition to the sharp ZPHs and accompanying PSBHs, exhibit broad holes identical to those induced by nonresonant excitation (see Figure 6.4A). The presence of sharp and broad features induced by resonant excitation was also observed for CaWSCP$^{264}$ Fluence-dependent holes for $\lambda_B = 677$ nm are shown in Figure 6.5B normalized to the bleach at 662.3 nm. The intensities of the ZPHs are shown by the horizontal arrows and percent hole depth is given. It is clear that the resonant holes at 677 nm and broad features (at 672.7 and 662.3 nm) do not burn in concert and are due to two independent processes. While it is clear that the ZPHs are due to resonant laser excitation, it is not as obvious if the nonresonant holes are induced by the same or another excitation source (e.g., white light from the spectrometer). To check if HB can occur by white light excitation, multiple absorption spectra were recorded sequentially in the absence of...
laser excitation. However, no HB was observed, suggesting that the spectrometer white light does not cause formation of nonresonant holes. A detailed theoretical study is necessary to investigate whether excitonic interactions could account for the observed bleach after laser excitation and potential photo-oxidation of Chls; thus, in this work, we ascribe NPHB and PHB to the resonant and nonresonant features, respectively (vide infra).

Figure 6.5  Frame A: Resonant HB spectra burned at 662.5, 669.5, 674.5 and 677 nm for holes a–d, respectively, with fluence ~ 30 J cm$^{-2}$. Vertical arrows mark $\lambda_B$ and the ZPHs. Frame B: Fluence-dependent HB spectra ($\lambda_B =$ 677 nm) normalized to the ~660 nm hole. Horizontal arrows mark the ZPH depths and percent hole depth is given.

6.3.3. On the Nature of Nonresonant Holes

For nonresonant HB spectroscopy, high-energy Chl states are excited which have negligible HB yield due to very fast relaxation to the Q$_y$ state.$^{96}$ Additionally, the presence of EET between Chls competes with the HB process (i.e., decreases the HB yield) and (for EET on the order of ps) only the lowest energy state experiences HB.$^{96}$ The persistent HB spectrum is the resulting absorption difference before and after laser excitation. The shape of the persistent holes in Figure 6.4 clearly suggests that the origin of these holes (to a large extent) must be
photochemical in nature. We hasten to add that temperature annealing experiments did not reveal any permanent photodamage. That is, the bleaching is 100% reversible, and upon annealing all holes were perfectly removed and the original absorption spectrum was recovered. Such efficient photochemistry (revealed via persistent holes), to the best of our knowledge, has never been observed in any photosynthetic complexes studied so far, although, partly nonconserved (nonresonant) holes were also observed for the FMO complex. A similar effect, though not as strong as in the case of LvWSCP discussed in this work, was observed for CaWSCP, Chlide a-WSCPs, and in part, in FMO complexes for high fluences (unpublished data). This suggests that electron exchange between photosynthetic pigments and the protein, to different degrees, could be present in some photosynthetic complexes.

To shed more light on this phenomenon in LvWSCP, HB spectra with $\lambda_B = 496.5$ nm ($I = 440$ mW) were measured while monitoring bleaching in the UV spectral region. Figure 6.6 shows the UV absorption spectra of LvWSCP (curve a) in buffer/glycerol-based glass at 5 K. Curves b and c correspond to the 5 K nonresonant HB spectra obtained with fluences of 9 and 2175 J cm$^{-2}$, respectively. Curve b was multiplied by a factor of 3.5 to match the high-energy part of the bleach. The difference spectrum (c – b) reveals an additional bleach at higher fluences and is assigned to bleach of oxidized tryptophan (Trp) molecules located in the vicinity of the Chls (see Figure 6.6B). The weak band indicated by an asterisk, in agreement with theoretical calculations, does not correspond to protein, but Chl. Thus, the resulting holes near 245 and 280 nm can most likely be attributed to bleach of Chl and Trp, respectively, upon formation of redox products. Therefore, we suggest that electron exchange can occur between Chls and nearby Trp residues (Trp90 and Trp154).
6.4. Discussion

6.4.1. Interdimer Uncorrelated Excitation Energy Transfer

Theiss et al. argued that the arrangement of two Chls within the CaWSCP tetramer is the dominant structure, i.e., the existence of complexes containing one, three, or four Chls per tetramer is of low probability. In this regard, Pieper et al. assumed that CaWSCP binds only two Chl molecules per protein tetramer, so that a larger number of excited states can be ruled out. Theiss and colleagues also argued that the 400 fs component they observed in time-resolved flash-induced transient absorption for CaWSCP corresponds to excited-state relaxation from the upper to the lower excitonic level of the strongly coupled “open sandwich” dimer. It is reasonable to
conclude from ref 70 and data presented in this work, which relied on the X-ray structural assignment for LvWSCP and direct spectroscopic measurement rather than Chl extraction assays, that both LvWSCP and CaWSCP bind four Chls per complex.

Note that ref 263 found negligible emission near 667 nm for Chl b in CaWSCP samples with 4.2 and 2.6 Chl a:Chl b, even though the probability of Chl b homodimers is 3.5% and 8%, respectively. A tentative conclusion was drawn that WSCPs preferentially form heterodimers. Based on Figure 6.2 and data presented in ref 70, which show that class II WSCPs can bind more than two Chls per complex, the lack of fluorescence at 667 nm is not surprising. That is, the probability of forming Chl b homotetramers is 0.13% and 0.61% for samples containing 4.2 and 2.6 Chl a:Chl b, respectively. It is likely that previously studied CaWSCP samples bound four Chls per protein tetramer and the interpretation of optical spectra given below is not limited to LvWSCP.

For time-domain measurements, only 2DES data reported for LvWSCP have been interpreted as pertaining to a Chl tetramer. In addition to an unresolved lifetime longer than 1 ps, global analysis of wild-type LvWSCP (Chl a/Chl b ~2.4:1) revealed lifetimes of 50 and 250 fs, which were assigned to exciton relaxation and interdimer EET, respectively. The ZPH action spectrum in this work suggests a much slower EET time, as the resonant holes burned across the lowest energy band (668–680 nm) are resolution limited and ZPH depths trace out the entire SDF (as opposed to just the trap-state component, see below), indicating that the HB process strongly competes with EET. Below we discuss interdimer EET in Chl a-LvWSCP, focusing on the Chl tetramer and the emission peak position.

Since coupling matrix elements between the two dimers are very small compared to $E_\lambda$ ($\sim 20 \text{ cm}^{-1} < \sim 60 \text{ cm}^{-1}$), we first consider two Chl dimers possessing identical SDFs that are connected by slow EET (for more details on uncorrelated EET see refs 131, 140 and 268). In this
model, in a given tetramer, one or another dimer can be lower in energy (due to disorder) and their energies are independent. Figure 6.7A presents a proposed composition of the SDF shown in Figure 6.4 (curve b), i.e., curve b in Figure 6.7A represents the identical SDFs of the low-energy Chl of each dimer. Grey curves c and d represent the sub-SDFs corresponding to Chls that can transfer and trap energy, respectively. That is, curve d represents the calculated probability of finding a pigment at a given energy that is also capable of EET and, correspondingly, curve c represents the probability that a pigment at a given energy is incapable of EET. Therefore, emission will originate from Chls with the sub-SDF represented by curve c when EET is present, and the entire SDF (curve b) when EET is absent. Curves d and c are equivalent to curve b (on an energy scale) multiplied by its cumulative distribution function and one minus the cumulative distribution function, respectively.131,140,268

The calculated emission spectra, curves b’ and c’, are found by convoluting the single-site fluorescence spectrum165 with curves b and c from frame A, respectively. These data clearly show that EET is capable of explaining the redshifted emission spectrum. That is, emission only occurs for the low-energy sub-SDF (curve c) which is incapable of EET. If emission originates from the entire SDF (curve b), then the resulting fluorescence would be too broad and blueshifted (see calculated curve b’) when compared to experiment (curve a’). Thus, uncorrelated EET between two strongly coupled dimers of the Chl tetramer is a plausible alternative to the model of protein relaxation suggested for CaWSCP.165,263,264 That is, we did not find that the lowest energy hole of our nonresonant HB spectrum, corresponding to the lowest exciton level in LvWSCP, was at lower energy than the SDF, as previously observed for CaWSCP.264 As seen in Figure 6.4, the Gaussian fit of the SDF (curve b) found at 672.5 nm (FWHM \(\sim 165 \text{ cm}^{-1}\)) is very similar to the shape of the lowest energy hole. However, the (0,0)-fluorescence band (OD \(\sim 0.1\) to prevent reabsorption) is
still redshifted in comparison to the SDF position. The ZPH action spectrum is only slightly broader than that measured for CaWSCP (FWHM = 150 cm$^{-1}$), suggesting that both LvWSCP and CaWSCP have similar energy distributions. In light of this data and the fact that CaWSCP binds four Chls, a model of uncorrelated EET should also be able to explain the redshifted emission of CaWSCP.

Figure 6.7 Frame A: Experimental absorption (curve a) and SDF (curve b) from Figure 7.4. The grey curves represent sub-SDFs incapable (curve c) and capable (curve d) of EET. The red curve is the low-energy absorption band calculated as the convolution of curve b with phonons. Frame B: Experimental fluorescence spectrum (curve a') compared to calculated spectra. The red curve (b') is calculated by the convolution of the whole SDF (i.e., curve b) from frame A and the single-site fluorescence spectrum from ref 165. The grey curve (c') is the convolution of the single-site spectrum with the non-EET sub-SDF (curve c) from frame A.

6.4.2. Electron Exchange

The data in Figure 6.5 indicate that ET between the Chls of the lowest energy dimer is slower than EET from high-energy dimers of the tetramer. That is, resonant excitation across the Q$_y$ region induces the same nonresonant bleach independent of $\lambda_B$. Subsequent electron exchange could then occur between Trp and Chl, TrpChl$^-$Chl$^+$ → Trp$^-$ChlChl$^+$. This would lead to a bleach
of the low-energy dimers and create additional absorption of monomeric Chl and oxidized monomer Chl (i.e., Chl\textsuperscript{+}). It is feasible that ET from Chl\textsuperscript{+} to Trp could occur due to the change in oxidation potential of Chl. Similar light-induced electron exchange between tyrosine and Chl has been proposed as a quenching mechanism in the Cytochrome \textit{b}_{6f} complex\textsuperscript{269} and ET can occur between riboflavin and Trp in riboflavin-binding proteins.\textsuperscript{270} For the proposed model of WSCP electron exchange, the electron is trapped as long as low temperature is maintained; that is, the reversible photochemistry occurs due to thermally activated recombination.

In order to qualitatively assess the proposed model of electron exchange, Figure 6.8 shows simulated spectra compared to experimental data. Curves a–c are the absorption, persistent HB and transient HB spectra, respectively, with corresponding simulated curves labeled as a′–c′. The blue curves 1–4 represent the absorption of exciton states of the two dimers, i.e., a lower and upper exciton component for each strongly coupled dimer within the Chl tetramer; with the sum of curves 1–4 equivalent to curve a′. Curves 1 and 2 are calculated as the convolution of the single-site fluorescence\textsuperscript{165} reflected with respect to the ZPL with curves c and d from Figure 6.7, respectively. The upper exciton states (3 and 4) are assumed to be equivalent to curves 1 and 2, except shifted to higher energy and exhibiting stronger dipole strength.

To simulate the persistent and transient HB spectra, the difference between postburn and preburn spectra are taken. For persistent HB, the postburn spectrum is the summation of curves 2, 4 (representing the high-energy dimer) and the solid grey curve (corresponding to the decoupled monomer after electron exchange occurs). Note that the monomer absorption curve is scaled to a relative dipole strength of 1 Chl. The decoupled monomer site energy should be the average of lower and upper exciton energies. However, to account for the electrochromic shift induced by
Chl\(^+\), the decoupled monomer is shifted to higher energy. The resulting hole (curve b') qualitatively matches the experimental spectrum (curve b).

Similarly, the postburn spectrum for transient HB is simulated by the summation of curves 2, 3 and the dashed grey curve. Thus, for transient data, it is assumed that only those dimers with a very large energy gap contribute. Note that transient features are only measurable while the sample is under laser illumination; suggesting these dimers could have less efficient electron exchange than those that contribute to the persistent spectrum. Again, the decoupled monomer contribution is shifted to the blue, reflecting the proposed electrochromic shift.

**Figure 6.8** Experimental (black curves) and simulated (red curves) absorption (a/a'), and persistent (b/b') and transient (c/c') nonresonant HB spectra. Transient spectrum shifted for clarity. Curves 1–4 are the exciton states of the two Chl dimers. The solid and dashed grey curves represent the contribution of the decoupled, monomeric Chl absorption to the persistent and transient HB spectra, respectively.
6.5. Concluding Remarks

LvWSCP and CaWSCP complexes (obtained using a water-in-oil emulsion system) bind four Chls per tetramer as revealed by room-temperature absorption spectra (200–700 nm region).\textsuperscript{70} This is consistent with the X-ray structure obtained for LvWSCP,\textsuperscript{47} which revealed the presence of four Chls per tetramer. The absorption, emission and persistent HB spectra of LvWSCP are interpreted in terms of uncorrelated EET between two weakly interacting dimers. The shape of the ZPH action spectrum is also consistent with the above assignment and properly describes the redshifted emission peak position. Since LvWSCP and CaWSCP contain the same number of Chls per protein complex, the analysis presented in this work is valid for CaWSCP, in agreement with a very recent X-ray structure obtained for CaWSCP.\textsuperscript{67} Therefore, we propose there is no need to include slow protein relaxation within the lowest excited state as suggested in previous analysis of CaWSCP fluorescence and HB spectra (which assumed the presence of a single Chl dimer).\textsuperscript{165,263,264} In addition, light-induced electron exchange between the Chls and protein has been demonstrated; providing insight into the origin of nonresonant (persistent) holes by indicating that the HB process is mostly photochemical in nature and that electrons may be trapped at low temperature by nearby aromatic amino acids. Further studies of WSCP mutants are necessary to determine the exact nature of the electron exchange (research in progress). Finally, since small differences have been observed from sample to sample in 5 K absorption and HB spectra, including spectra of dissolved CaWSCP crystals (data not shown for brevity), it remains to be established what fraction of Chl a could convert to Chl a derivative, e.g., 13\textsuperscript{2}-HO-Chl a, during the protein reconstitution process. This is currently being tested via native electrospray mass spectrometry, as an exact composition is essential for future description of the excitonic structure and EET dynamics in these protein complexes.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This work presents the application of laser-based spectroscopies, mainly spectral HB, and computer simulations towards two model pigment–protein complexes, i.e., FMO and WSCP. The two representative complexes are used to investigate the effects of structural symmetry and energy transfer on the shapes of optical spectra. By studying proteins with high-resolution crystal structures, structure-based calculations can be directly compared/contrasted with low-temperature measurements. In order to account for the presence of both strong and weak el-ph coupling, subunits are designated as excitonic domains described by a non-Markovian reduced density matrix lineshape (Redfield) approach and generalized Förster theory.

As the spectral density is key input parameter for Redfield calculations, accurate spectral density shapes are critical in order to properly describe spectral lineshapes and el-ph coupling parameters. Many functional forms used in the literature do not provide physically realistic values for $S$ and/or $E_\Delta$. That is, at least one of two conditions is not met: the spectral density must converge to zero at zero wavenumbers or the Fourier-transformed correlation function must converge to zero as the wavenumber goes to infinity. The commonly used Ohmic and OBO spectral densities diverge at zero wavenumbers, causing $S$ to be undefined. Additionally, care must be taken to fit experimental site-selective spectra (e.g., ΔFLN and single-complex spectra), which can reveal the homogeneous lineshape, as different photosynthetic complexes have varied PSB shapes. It is proposed that the lognormal distribution exhibits all the desired properties outlined above and is applied to several photosynthetic complexes. However, the complex form of the lognormal function does not allow for analytical solutions to integral equations. Such a limitation is minimal for spectra simulated in this work, where calculations can be performed numerically; but for more
advanced simulations of 2DES, such numerical calculations are not feasible. Therefore, further work into functional forms (potentially derived from theory) which can provide the shape and advantages of the lognormal distribution as well as analytical forms for integral equations is needed.

Experimental evidence suggests that FMO samples can contain mixtures of intact and destabilized complexes; distinguished by a shift in the 825 nm absorption band and change in HB efficiency. While the differences are slight, simulations of different spectra lead to different BChl $a$ site energy assignments which introduces additional uncertainties when simultaneously modeling various spectra found in the literature. Interestingly, the Stokes shift is found to be the same for all samples, indicating that both intact and destabilized FMO complexes have weak el-ph coupling (with $E_{\lambda} \sim 15–20$ cm$^{-1}$). Thus, only optical spectra measured on the same sample (preferably freshly prepared) can be simultaneously calculated. Considering the above comments, simulated absorption, fluorescence and HB spectra for intact FMO are presented. The resulting comparisons with experiment indicate that the entire trimer has to be taken into account in order to explain the low-energy exciton band at 825 nm. That is, while not important for femtosecond timescales, intermonomer energy transfer is present in FMO and affects the shape of fluorescence and nonresonant holes. A comprehensive comparison of simulated spectra with various optical spectra, temperature-dependent absorption and exciton population dynamics is used to elucidate a Hamiltonian for the entire FMO trimer complex. Current research is in progress to apply the trimer Hamiltonian towards complimentary time-domain spectra (i.e., pump-probe and 2DES), with the purpose of studying coherent and dissipation effects.

For WSCP, while initially investigated as a simple excitonic system (a dimer of dimers) for model calculations, the presence of nonconserved holes complicates any straight-forward
simulations. Based on nonresonant and resonant persistent HB spectra, both photochemical and nonphotochemical holes are burned. A mechanism of electron exchange is proposed to account for the PHB, where ET can occur between the lowest energy Chl $a$ molecule and nearby Trp residues. HB in the absorption region of aromatic amino acids ($\sim$280 nm) is consistent with a model involving Trp. In addition, simple excitonic calculations of the low-energy state (utilizing experimental lineshape and SDF) combined with simulated absorption difference spectra can be used to qualitatively fit both persistent and transient nonresonant holes. Further measurements are necessary in order to confirm or reject the mechanism of electron exchange. Currently, a complementary study of CaWSCP is in progress utilizing both HB and transient absorption spectroscopies. Preliminary results are complicated, however, by the presence of Chl $a$ derivatives (tentatively 13$^2$-HO-Chl $a$) and a thorough pigment analysis is needed before optical spectra can be described accurately.
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Appendix A

Supporting Information for “On the Shape of the Phonon Spectral Density in Photosynthetic Complexes”

A.1. Definitions

**Spectral Density**

\[
J(\tilde{\nu}) = \sum_i s_i \delta(\tilde{\nu} - \tilde{\nu}_i)
\]  
(A.1)

**Anti-Symmetric Component**

\[
C''(\tilde{\nu}) = \tilde{\nu}^2 J(\tilde{\nu})
\]  
(A.2)

**Huang-Rhys Factor**

\[
S = \int_0^{\infty} J(\tilde{\nu}) \, d\tilde{\nu}
\]  
(A.3)

**Reorganization Energy**

\[
E_\lambda = \int_0^{\infty} \tilde{\nu} J(\tilde{\nu}) \, d\tilde{\nu}
\]  
(A.4)

**Lognormal Distribution**

\[
J(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{S}{\tilde{\nu} \sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{[\ln(\tilde{\nu}/\tilde{\nu}_c)]^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]  
(A.5)
A.2. Often Used Spectral Densities

Gaussian-Lorentzian

\[
J(\tilde{\nu}) \propto \begin{cases} 
\frac{e^{\frac{-(\tilde{\nu}-\tilde{\nu}_m)^2}{2\sigma_G^2}}}{(\tilde{\nu} - \tilde{\nu}_m)^2 + \left(\frac{\Gamma}{2}\right)^2}, & \tilde{\nu} \leq \tilde{\nu}_m \\
1, & \tilde{\nu} \geq \tilde{\nu}_m 
\end{cases} \tag{A.6}
\]

\[\sigma_G = \frac{\Gamma_G}{2\sqrt{2\ln 2}}\]

B777

\[
J(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{S_0}{s_1 + s_2} \sum_{i=1,2} \frac{s_i}{7! 2\tilde{\nu}_i^4} \tilde{\nu}^3 e^{-(\tilde{\nu}/\tilde{\nu}_i)^{1/2}} \tag{A.7}
\]

\[s_1 = 0.8, \ s_2 = 0.5, \ \tilde{\nu}_1 = 0.56 \text{ cm}^{-1} \ (0.069 \text{ meV}), \ \tilde{\nu}_2 = 1.9 \text{ cm}^{-1} \ (0.24 \text{ meV})\]

Overdamped Brownian Oscillator

\[
J(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{2E_{\lambda} \gamma}{\pi \tilde{\nu} (\tilde{\nu}^2 + \gamma^2)} \tag{A.8}
\]

Sub-Ohmic (\(\alpha = 1/2\))

\[
J(\tilde{\nu}) = \frac{E_{\lambda}}{\sqrt{\pi}} \left(\frac{1}{\tilde{\nu}_c \tilde{\nu}^3}\right) \frac{1}{\tilde{\nu}^2} e^{-\frac{\tilde{\nu}}{\tilde{\nu}_c}} \tag{A.9}
\]

\[S = \infty\]

\[\int_0^\infty \tilde{\nu}^2 J(\tilde{\nu}) d\tilde{\nu} = \frac{E_{\lambda} \tilde{\nu}_c}{2}\]
Ohmic ($\alpha = 1$)

\[ J(\bar{\nu}) = \frac{E_\lambda}{\bar{\nu}_c} e^{\frac{\bar{\nu}}{\bar{\nu}_c}} \]  

(A.10)

\[ S = \infty \]

\[ \int_0^\infty \bar{\nu}^2 J(\bar{\nu}) d\bar{\nu} = E_\lambda \bar{\nu}_c \]

Super-Ohmic ($\alpha = 2$)

\[ J(\bar{\nu}) = \frac{S}{\bar{\nu}_c} e^{\frac{\bar{\nu}}{\bar{\nu}_c}} \]  

(A.11)

\[ E_\lambda = S \bar{\nu}_c \]

\[ \int_0^\infty \bar{\nu}^2 J(\bar{\nu}) d\bar{\nu} = 2S \bar{\nu}_c^2 \]

Super-Ohmic ($\alpha = 3$)

\[ J(\bar{\nu}) = \frac{S \bar{\nu}}{\bar{\nu}_c^2} e^{\frac{\bar{\nu}}{\bar{\nu}_c}} \]  

(A.12)

\[ E_\lambda = 2S \bar{\nu}_c \]

\[ \int_0^\infty \bar{\nu}^2 J(\bar{\nu}) d\bar{\nu} = 6S \bar{\nu}_c^2 \]
Table A.1 General expressions for different curve characteristics for both $J(\bar{\nu})$ and $C''(\bar{\nu})$ of spectral density functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Integrated Area</th>
<th>$E_\lambda$</th>
<th>Peak Position</th>
<th>Amplitude at Peak Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-L</td>
<td>$J(\bar{\nu})^a$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\bar{\nu}_m$</td>
<td>$\frac{4S}{I_G + I_L}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C''(\bar{\nu})^b$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>$\bar{\nu}_m + \frac{\Gamma^2_L}{4\bar{\nu}_m}$</td>
<td>$\left(\frac{S}{I_G + I_L}\right)\left(\frac{16\bar{\nu}_m^2}{\Gamma^2_L + 4\bar{\nu}_m^2}\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B777</td>
<td>$J(\bar{\nu})$</td>
<td>$S_0$</td>
<td>$\frac{72S_0}{s_1 + s_2}(s_1\bar{\nu}_1 + s_2\bar{\nu}_2)$</td>
<td>$36\bar{\nu}_i$</td>
<td>$\frac{162S_0s_i}{35e^6\bar{\nu}_i(s_1 + s_2)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C''(\bar{\nu})$</td>
<td>$\frac{7920S_0}{s_1 + s_2}(s_1\bar{\nu}_1^2 + s_2\bar{\nu}_2^2)$</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>$100\bar{\nu}_i$</td>
<td>$\frac{(6.25 \times 10^7)S_0s_i\bar{\nu}_i}{63e^{10}(s_1 + s_2)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBO</td>
<td>$J(\bar{\nu})^c$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$E_\lambda$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C''(\bar{\nu})$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>$\frac{E_\lambda}{\pi}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohm</td>
<td>$J(\bar{\nu})^d$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>$S\bar{\nu}_c\Gamma(\alpha)$</td>
<td>$(\alpha - 2)\bar{\nu}_c$</td>
<td>$\frac{S}{\bar{\nu}_c}\left(\frac{\alpha - 2}{e}\right)^{\alpha - 2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C''(\bar{\nu})$</td>
<td>$S\bar{\nu}_c^2\Gamma(\alpha + 1)$</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>$\alpha\bar{\nu}_c$</td>
<td>$S\bar{\nu}_c\left(\frac{\alpha}{e}\right)^\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log</td>
<td>$J(\bar{\nu})$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>$S\bar{\nu}_c^2e^{\sigma^2}$</td>
<td>$\bar{\nu}_c e^{-\sigma^2}$</td>
<td>$\frac{S}{\bar{\nu}_c\sigma\sqrt{2\pi}}e^{\frac{\sigma^2}{2\pi}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C''(\bar{\nu})$</td>
<td>$S\bar{\nu}_c^2e^{2\sigma^2}$</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>$\bar{\nu}_c e^{\sigma^2}$</td>
<td>$\frac{S\bar{\nu}_c\sigma^2}{\sigma\sqrt{2\pi}}e^{\frac{\sigma^2}{2\pi}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ denotes the integrated areas of the half-Gaussian and half-Lorentzian profiles, respectively.
$^b$ Equations for peak position and amplitude of the G-L $C''(\bar{\nu})$ could also be given in terms of $\sigma_G$ (or $\Gamma_G$), but these representations are more complex and, for simplicity, are not given here.
$^c$ The OBO $J(\bar{\nu})$ has no peak position, but instead is a decay curve with $J(\bar{\nu}) \to 0$ as $\bar{\nu} \to 0$.
$^d$ Non super-Ohmic $J(\bar{\nu})$ have infinite areas and are normalized using $E_\lambda$. $\Gamma(\alpha)$ is the Gamma function.
Appendix B

Supporting Information for “Effect of Spectral Density Shapes on the Excitonic Structure and Dynamics of the Fenna-Matthews-Olson Trimer from Chlorobaculum tepidum”

B.1. Qualitative Fits to Literature Data

Figure B.1 shows T–S, CD and LD spectra calculated using the parameters from Table 5.1 compared to the low-temperature, experimental data. The comparisons can only provide a qualitative assessment of the simulation parameters, as the absorption spectrum of ref 200 is blueshifted compared to the absorption spectrum fitted in the main text. The implications of such shifts are described in more detail elsewhere. Even so, the main features are reproduced, although some bands are shifted. For example, the low-energy bleach in the T–S spectrum is more redshifted for the simulated curve (a’), consistent with the above-mentioned shifts of the 825 nm absorption band. Interestingly, the low-energy fits of CD and LD are much better. In order to have a more meaningful comparison, multiple spectra (i.e., absorption, fluorescence, HB, T–S, and CD) need to be measured on a single sample in a relatively short timeframe so as to prevent destabilization of the protein. However, given uncertainties in the el-ph coupling parameters of high-energy pigments, the simulated spectra in Figure B.1 fit the experimental data reasonably well.
Figure B.1 6 K experimental$^{200}$ (black) and simulated (red) T–S (a/a'), CD (b/b') and LD (c/c') spectra. Curves are simulated using parameters reported in the main text.

In addition to the low-temperature data shown in Figure B.1, low-temperature triplet energy transfer has recently been studied for FMO.$^{144,253}$ The resulting 20 K decay associated difference spectra (DADS) are shown in Figure B.2, with calculated ΔA spectra for the same triplet energy transfers as reported in ref 144. That is, ΔA₃ is curve a' from Figure B.1, while ΔAₐ→₃ = ΔAᵢ - ΔA₃, where i = 4, 5 or 6 corresponds to the calculated bleach assuming BChl a i is in the triplet state. As with the T–S spectrum of ref 200, the low-energy bleach of the simulated ΔA₃ spectrum is redshifted compared to experiment (see red dots), reflecting different spectral positions of the 825 nm absorption band. Overall the simulated ΔA curves using the parameters of this work agree with the conclusions of ref 144; mainly, simulated bleaching due to triplet energy transfer along the BChl a 5/6 → 4 → 3 pathway is consistent with experimental DADS.
**Figure B.2** Calculated $\Delta A$ spectra (solid lines) assuming the triplet state resides on various BChl $a$ compared to experimental DADS (data points). $\Delta A_3$ corresponds to the long-lived T–S spectrum, while $\Delta A_{i \rightarrow 3}$ is the bleach resulting from triplet energy transfer from BChl $a$ $i$ to BChl $a$ 3.

**B.2. Different Models of Static and Dynamic Disorder**

As mentioned in the main text, two additional models of static and dynamic disorder were used to simulate the experimental low-temperature data (parameters not shown for brevity). Figure B.3 shows a model with site-independent el-ph coupling and site-dependent inhomogeneous broadening. That is, the same lognormal spectral density ($\tilde{\nu}_c = 38$ cm$^{-1}$, $\sigma = 0.7$, $S = 0.3$) is used for all pigments, while the FWHM of the site-distribution functions can vary. The simulated spectra are presented in frame A of Figure B.3, with frame B showing the corresponding occupation probabilities over 5 ps (initial excitation probabilities normalized to unity). While the simulated absorption, fluorescence and nonresonant HB spectra fit the experimental curves well (frame A), clearly the resulting population dynamics are not consistent with time-resolved
spectra,\(^{244,254,255}\) where the excitation energy is mostly located on the lowest energy exciton state within 2–10 ps. The latter indicates that the weak el-ph coupling determined experimentally for the lowest exciton state (mainly localized on BChl \(a_3\)) is not applicable to all higher energy states; as the slow dynamics are due to the narrow spectral density, which determines what phonon modes are available to participate in energy transfer. That is, stronger el-ph coupling is a necessary condition in order to properly describe the exciton population dynamics of FMO.

**Figure B.3** Frame A: FMO trimer simulated spectra (red) compared to experiment (black).\(^{240}\) Spectra are simulated assuming the spectral density is site-independent, while inhomogeneous width varies for each site. Frame B: Exciton populations for the first 5 ps after excitation by a 50 fs laser pulse at 12 626 cm\(^{-1}\). The lowest energy exciton state is indicated as state 1.

Due to the issues presented in Figure B.3, the experimental data were again fit using Redfield theory, only with the high-energy pigments (i.e., all but BChl \(a_3\)) having strong el-ph coupling (\(S = 2.2\)). The fits are shown in Figure B.4, and for simplicity all pigments have the same inhomogeneous broadening (FWHM = 75 cm\(^{-1}\)). The presence of stronger el-ph coupling increases
the exciton relaxation rates more similar to experimental data than Figure B.3 (data not shown). However, the increased $S$ value enhances the temperature-dependent broadening of the absorption spectrum (Figure B.4). While the experimental spectra show only small temperature effects (even at 150 K the three bands can still be somewhat resolved), the simulated curves change more noticeably at higher temperatures. For example, the calculated spectrum at 50 K is similar to the experimental 150 K spectrum. Such a discrepancy indicates that FMO has weak el-ph coupling, consistent with literature data,$^{108,163,211}$ and only a broader spectral density shape can improve exciton dynamics (see main text).

**Figure B.4** Frame A: FMO trimer simulated spectra (red) compared to experiment (black). Spectra are simulated assuming the spectral density is site-dependent, while inhomogeneous width is the same for each site (75 cm$^{-1}$). Frame B: Experimental temperature-dependent absorption measured at 5, 25, 50, 75, 100 and 150 K. Frame C: Calculated temperature dependence using the same parameters as frame A. Calculated for 5, 25, 50, 75, 100 and 150 K.
B.3. Simulations of Optical Spectra Using Several Literature Hamiltonians

Various pigment site energy assignments have been proposed in the literature to describe linear$^{108,116,200,271}$ and nonlinear$^{116,271}$ optical spectra obtained for FMO complexes. In addition, different shapes of the phonon spectral density have been used$^{108,116}$ which strongly affect the fits of optical spectra and calculated dynamics. Besides, the spectral density shapes used to model FMO spectra and dynamics in refs 108 and 116 were different from the shape extracted from experimentally measured $\Delta$FLN spectra.$^{163,209}$ Therefore, a straightforward comparison of parameters reported in different papers is impossible. Nevertheless, below are shown simulated absorption, fluorescence and persistent nonresonant HB spectra for several literature Hamiltonians to demonstrate that literature Hamiltonians do not satisfactorily fit the optical spectra. We anticipate that this comparison will stimulate further research to establish parameters that will describe all linear and nonlinear optical spectra including exciton relaxation and long-lived coherences.$^{43,44}$

When the intermonomer coupling constants (within the trimer) are set to zero, simulated absorption spectra of the FMO monomer and trimer are identical. However, for other types of optical spectra (e.g., fluorescence, nonresonant HB) the signal arises from the lowest energy state of the entire FMO trimer after intermonomer EET has occurred. This has been observed experimentally in T–S$^{200}$ and nonresonant HB spectra.$^{201}$ Therefore, the simple exciton simulations of Vulto et al.$^{200}$ cannot be used to simulate various optical spectra reported in the literature. This is noted in ref 200, where it was observed that the T–S bleach did not correspond to the lowest energy absorption band maximum. Thus, simulations utilizing the Hamiltonian (Table B.1) and simple model of ref 200, where dynamic disorder, exchange narrowing and intermonomer EET
were neglected, cannot be used to describe the experimental fluorescence and HB spectra presented in the main text of this work. \textsuperscript{240}

**Table B.1 Hamiltonian from simple exciton theory\textsuperscript{200}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BChl a</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 400</td>
<td>–106</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–8</td>
<td>–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12 600</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12 140</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>–1</td>
<td>–9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12 280</td>
<td>–70</td>
<td>–19</td>
<td>–57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 500</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>–2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 500</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In ref 116, 77 K absorption and 2DES data were simulated using modified Förster/Redfield theory. The off-diagonal elements in Table B.2 are identical to Table B.1 except that a cutoff frequency of 30 cm\(^{-1}\) is introduced (that is, all electronic coupling constants less than 30 cm\(^{-1}\) were set to zero) and \(V_{56} = 40\) cm\(^{-1}\). Coupling to the bath was described by an Ohmic spectral density\textsuperscript{98,209} with \(E_A = 35\) cm\(^{-1}\) and \(\tilde{\nu}_c = 50\) cm\(^{-1}\);\textsuperscript{116} see also ref 209 where a critical evaluation of various shapes of phonon spectral densities was discussed.

**Table B.2 Hamiltonian from Modified Redfield/Förster theory\textsuperscript{116}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BChl a</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 420</td>
<td>–106</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12 560</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12 140</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>–62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12 315</td>
<td>–70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 460</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 500</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 400</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure B.5 shows simulated absorption, fluorescence and persistent, nonresonant HB spectra based on the Hamiltonian presented in Table B.2 and parameters given in ref 116. In this case, in contrast to ref 200, a significantly smaller (by a factor of 1.7) static disorder was used, i.e., FWHM = 47 cm\(^{-1}\). For the HB spectrum, the postburn site energies are blueshifted by 60 cm\(^{-1}\) (see main text of this work). This shift is included to account for the likely protein energy landscape.
tier. It has been shown before via single photosynthetic complex\textsuperscript{242} and HB studies\textsuperscript{96,131,241} that in many protein complexes the protein energy landscape tiers (revealed by nonresonant HB) are on the orders of 30 to 60 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (these are more likely to occur) and 100 to 200 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (less likely). For example, we have shown that in FMO complexes shifts of about 60 cm\textsuperscript{-1} best describe the persistent NPHB spectra.

![Figure B.5](image)

**Figure B.5** 5 K experimental\textsuperscript{240} (black) and simulated (red) absorption (a/a'), emission (b/b') and nonresonant HB (c/c') spectra. Parameters are taken from Table B.2.

While the position of the lowest energy absorption band and hole are well-fit in Figure B.5, the emission peak position is redshifted due to the large $E_\lambda$ used (note that the Stokes shift is proportional to $E_\lambda$). It has been shown previously\textsuperscript{131,201,209,240} and in this work that $E_\lambda \sim 15$ cm\textsuperscript{-1} for the lowest energy state. Additionally, the FWHM of inhomogeneous broadening cannot describe the width of absorption bands at 5 K. For simulations at 77 K, the temperature dependence of the spectral density plays a significant role in lineshape broadening and overcomes the small static disorder and exchange narrowing; however, at 5 K the temperature-dependent terms are
negligible and the combination of a small FWHM for inhomogeneous broadening and exchange narrowing of delocalized states creates the narrow bands observed in Figure B.5. Since the lowest energy state is highly localized on BChl \( \alpha \) 3, there is no apparent narrowing and the simulated width is comparable to experiment but the shapes of the simulated spectra (within Redfield theory) strongly deviate from the experimental spectra.

The Hamiltonian of Table B.3\textsuperscript{108} was determined by using a non-Markovian reduced density matrix approach to Redfield theory\textsuperscript{99} (which includes homogeneous broadening, \( E_\lambda \) shifts, lifetime broadening and exchange narrowing) to fit 6 K absorption, CD and LD spectra of ref 200. The site energies were free parameters which were optimized by a genetic search algorithm\textsuperscript{108} for both the FMO monomer and trimer. Electronic coupling constants were calculated using the point dipole approximation with a local field factor \( f = 0.8 \) (\( \mu_{\text{eff}} = 29.8 \) D\textsuperscript{2}). The spectral density employed was calculated from fits of 1.6 K FLN spectra of the B777 complex\textsuperscript{99} and is compared directly to the 4 K FLN spectrum of FMO from \textit{Pr. aestuarii} (\( \lambda_{\text{ex}} = 829.2 \) nm).\textsuperscript{211} However, a more accurate comparison is to calculate FLN spectra using a specific spectral density and compare to experiment, as was done in determining the shape of the B777 spectral density,\textsuperscript{99} or compare the calculated single-site fluorescence spectrum to an experimental \( \Delta \text{FLN} \) spectrum.\textsuperscript{159} \( S = 0.5 \) and a single vibrational mode is included at 180 cm\textsuperscript{-1} with \( S_{\text{ vib}} = 0.22 \). The FWHM of static disorder is 100 cm\textsuperscript{-1} for all sites, which is again very different from that used in refs 116 and 200 (vide supra). Comparison to experimental 5 K spectra is shown in Figure B.6.
Table B.3 Hamiltonian from Redfield theory\textsuperscript{108}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BChl a</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12410</td>
<td>−87.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>−5.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>−13.7</td>
<td>−9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12530</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12210</td>
<td>−53.5</td>
<td>−2.2</td>
<td>−9.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12320</td>
<td>−70.7</td>
<td>−17.0</td>
<td>−63.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12480</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>−1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12630</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall the simulated spectra of Figure B.6 are blue shifted compared to experiment. This is in agreement with ref 271, which concluded the Hamiltonian in Table B.3 had blue shifted site energies which cannot explain third-order three-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (3DES) (vide infra). One difference noticeable in the simulated absorption spectra of Figure B.6 and ref 108 (see Figure 9) is the relative intensities of the two main bands at \(\sim 12260\) and \(\sim 12430\) cm\(^{-1}\). In part, this discrepancy is due to the spectral density used in calculations. The red curve in Figure B.6 is calculated using the spectral density as presented in eq 26 of ref 108; however, in the Supporting Information of ref 108 it is revealed that an approximate form (three-term super-Ohmic\textsuperscript{209}) is used in calculations of that work in order to produce an analytical solution to integral equations. The grey curve in Figure B.6 is calculated using the super-Ohmic function reported in the Supporting Information of ref 108.
The following section presents calculated spectra using a Hamiltonian found by fitting 77 K 3D spectra\(^{271}\), which provided Hamiltonian parameters in the excitonic representation. The site representation Hamiltonian (Table B.4) was found by applying a genetic algorithm to fit the 77 K linear absorption spectrum. Electronic coupling constants were calculated using the point dipole approximation with an exponential scaling factor \(s(R_{mn})\)\(^{272}\) and assuming the \(Q_y\) transition dipole is rotated by 9° with respect to the \(y\)-axis of the chlorin ring.\(^{271}\) Diagonal elements (site energies) were optimized by comparison to the excitonic Hamiltonian after diagonalization. In the calculated spectra of ref 271, dynamic disorder was neglected (i.e., simulation was a sum of Gaussian bands). The same value of static disorder as ref 108 (i.e., FWHM = 100 cm\(^{-1}\)) is used for all sites. Simulated spectra are shown in Figure B.7 compared to experimental data.
Qualitatively, the shape of simulated spectra in Figure B.7 matches experiment well, especially the position of the lowest energy absorption band, emission peak and nonresonant hole. However, due to the large site energy difference between BChl \( \alpha \) 3 and 4, the satellite hole at 12 227 cm\(^{-1} \) is not observed in the simulated HB spectrum. Interestingly, \( V_{37} \) in Table B.4 is \(~20 \) times larger than reported in Table 5.1. Since the off-diagonal elements of both Hamiltonians are calculated from structure coordinates, the difference should be caused by rotation of the \( Q_y \) transition dipole away from the molecular y-axis of BChl \( \alpha \) by \( 9^\circ \) in ref 271.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BChl ( \alpha )</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12468</td>
<td>-53</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12466</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12129</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12410</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12320</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12593</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure B.7 5 K experimental\(^{240} \) (black) and simulated (red) absorption (\( a/a' \)), emission (\( b/b' \)) and nonresonant HB (\( c/c' \)) spectra. Parameters taken from Table B.4.
Clearly, the complexity of theory strongly affects the quality of simulated spectra in comparison to experimental data. The comparisons shown in Figures B.5–B.7 indicate that proper inclusion of static and dynamic disorder (established experimentally for FMO complexes) is necessary in order to provide reliable site energies for describing experimental optical spectra of FMO. In particular, the functional form of the spectral density is very important, as shown previously.\textsuperscript{209} Table B.5 shows the site energies for the BChl \textit{a} pigments of FMO proposed in this work and several Hamiltonians from the literature.\textsuperscript{108, 116, 200, 271} Overall the energy sets have similar trends, e.g., BChl \textit{a} 2 has a higher site energy than BChl \textit{a} 1. Important to notice is that only in ref 271 is BChl \textit{a} 4 not the second lowest in energy. As seen in Figure B.7, such an assignment is inconsistent with HB data (even with larger $V_{37}$), which requires a smaller energy gap between BChl \textit{a} 3 and 4 than 281 cm$^{-1}$ as reported in column 6 of Table B.5. For additional comparisons, the experimental exciton energies from 2DES\textsuperscript{116} and 3DES\textsuperscript{271} are shown in Table B.6 along with the trimer and monomer values calculated using the Hamiltonian in Table 5.1 and parameters described in Chapter 5.

Table B.5. Comparison of FMO site energies from this work and various literature Hamiltonians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BChl \textit{a}</th>
<th>This work</th>
<th>Ref 200</th>
<th>Ref 116</th>
<th>Ref 108</th>
<th>Ref 271</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12405 (4)</td>
<td>12400 (3)</td>
<td>12420 (4)</td>
<td>12410 (3)</td>
<td>12468 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12505 (7)</td>
<td>12600 (7)</td>
<td>12560 (7)</td>
<td>12530 (6)</td>
<td>12466 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12150 (1)</td>
<td>12140 (1)</td>
<td>12140 (1)</td>
<td>12210 (1)</td>
<td>12129 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12300 (2)</td>
<td>12280 (2)</td>
<td>12315 (2)</td>
<td>12320 (2)</td>
<td>12410 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12470 (6)</td>
<td>12500 (5)</td>
<td>12460 (5)</td>
<td>12480 (5)</td>
<td>12320 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12575 (8)</td>
<td>12500 (5)</td>
<td>12500 (6)</td>
<td>12630 (7)</td>
<td>12593 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12375 (3)</td>
<td>12430 (4)</td>
<td>12400 (3)</td>
<td>12440 (4)</td>
<td>12353 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>12430 (5)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.6. Comparison of FMO exciton energies from this work and multidimensional spectroscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BChl a</th>
<th>Trimer (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Monomer (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>2DES (cm(^{-1}))(^{116})</th>
<th>3DES (cm(^{-1}) ± SD)(^{271})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 085</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12 109</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 113</td>
<td>12 121 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12 133</td>
<td>12 125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12 226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12 252</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12 273</td>
<td>12 267</td>
<td>12 272</td>
<td>12 274 ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12 298</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>12 318</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>12 336</td>
<td>12 338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12 353</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 356</td>
<td>12 350 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12 368</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12 382</td>
<td>12 387</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>12 397</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>12 411</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 410</td>
<td>12 415 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>12 426</td>
<td>12 432</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>12 441</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>12 457</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 454 ± 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12 479</td>
<td>12 475</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>12 517</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 520 ± 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12 543</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>12 565</td>
<td>12 557</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>12 588</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>12 611</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 611</td>
<td>12 606 ± 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>12 642</td>
<td>12 627</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix C

### Supporting Information for “New Insight into the Water-Soluble Chlorophyll-Binding Protein from *Lepidium virginicum*”

Table C.1 The gene sequence of LvWSCP in vector used for overexpression and synthetic gene sequence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pETTRX–Profinity-2T–LvWSCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATG AGC GAT AAA ATT ATT CAC CTG ACT GAC GAC AGT TTT GAC ACG GAT GTA CTC AAA GCG GAC GGG GCG ATC CTC GTC GAT TTC TGG GCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M S D K I I H L T D D S F D T D V L K A D G A I L V D F W A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91/31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAG TGG TGC GGT CCG TGC AAA ATG ATC GCC CCG ATT CTG GAT GAA ATC GCT GAC GAA TAT CAG GGC AAA CTG ACC GTT GCA AAA CTG AAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E W C G P C K M I A P I L D E I A D E Y Q G K L T V A K L N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181/61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC GAT CAA AAC CCT GGC ACT GCG CCG AAA TAT GGC ATC CTG GAT CTT GGT ATC CCG ACT CTG CTG CTG TTC AAA AAC GGT GAA GTG GCG GCA ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I D Q N P G T A P K Y G R G I P T L L L F K N G E V A A T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>271/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA GTG GGT GCA CTG TCT AAA GGT CAG TCT GAC GCT AAC CTG GCC act agt ggt tct ggt cag cat cac cat cac cat cac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K V G A L S K G Q L K E F L D A N L A T S G S G H H H H H H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361/121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcc ggc ggt GGC GGC AAA TCT AAC GGT GAG AAG AAG TAC ATT GTT GGT TTC AAG CAA GGC TTT AAG AGC TGT GCG AAG AAA GAG GAT GTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451/151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC TCC GAG AAA GGT GGT GGT CAG AAA TGC TTC AAA AAG TAC GTC GAC GCG GCG AGC GCA ACC CTG AAT GAG AAA GCA GTG GAA GAA CTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I S E K G G K L Q K C F K Y V D A A S A T L N E K A V E E L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AAG AAA GAT CCG AGC GTT GCC TAT GTC GAA GAG GAC AAG CTC TTC AAA GCT TTG ACC ACC ATC AAT GAT GAG GAG CCG GTG AAG GAC ACC K K D P S V A Y V E E D K L F K A L T T I N D E E P V K D T

AAC GGC AAC CCG CTG AAG ATT GAG ACC CGC TAC TTC ATC CAG CCG GCC AGC GAT AAC AAC GGT GCC GGT CTG GTG CCG GCC AAC GTT GAC N G N P L K I E T R Y F I Q P A S D N N G G L V P A N V D

CTG AGC CAC CTG TGC CCG CTG GGT ATC GTT CGC ACC ACC ATC ACC TAC CAG CCT GGC TTA CCG GTG ACC ATC AGC ACC CCG AGT AGC AGC L S H L C P L G I V R T S L P Y Q P G L P V T I S T P S S S

GAG GGC AAT GAC GTG CTG ACC AAC ACA AAC ATC GCC ATC ACC TTC GAC GCA CCG ATC TGG CTG TGC CCG AGC AGC AAG ACC TGG ACC GTG E G N D V L T N T N I A I T F D A P I W L C P S S K T W T V

GAC AGC AGC AGT GAG GAG AAG TAC ATC ATC ACC AGC GGC GCC AGC GAC CCG AAG AGT GGT GAG AGC TTC TTC CGC ATC GAG AAG TAC GCC AAG GGC D S S S E E K Y I I T G G D P K S G E S F F R I E K Y G N G


AAG GAC GAC GAC AGC GAC GAG AAC GCC TTC CCG ATC AAG TTC CGT GAG GTG GAC ACC TAA N D D D D S D E N A F P I K F R E V D T *

TRX-tag
His-tag
Profinity-2T
LvWSCP